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Table 1
Institutions CHN JPN KOR N‐CJK TOTAL CHN JPN KOR N‐CJK TOTAL CHN JPN KOR N‐CJK TOTAL CHN JPN KOR N‐CJK TOTAL CHN JPN KOR N‐CJK TOTAL CHN JPN KOR N‐CJK TOTAL
Arizona State 1522 223 25 1505 3275 4141 240 68 2800 7249 0 0 200 0 200 0 0 450 0 450 1522 223 225 1505 3475 4141 240 518 2800 7699
Binghamton University, SUNY 165 0 0 165 223 0 0 223 274 5 159 438 495 5 200 700 439 5 159 0 603 718 5 200 0 923
Brigham Young 223 33 54 0 310 311 33 212 0 556 1 0 135 0 136 24 0 135 0 159 224 33 189 0 446 335 33 347 0 715
British Columbia 518 1054 556 135 2263 849 1132 674 138 2793 526 153 285 113 1077 687 215 312 120 1334 1044 1207 841 248 3340 1536 1347 986 258 4127
Brown 1210 287 249 215 1961 1780 338 258 288 2664 19 243 0 0 262 25 282 0 0 307 1229 530 249 215 2223 1805 620 258 288 2971
California, Berkeley 2731 1041 781 276 4829 6268 2949 943 261 10421 0 2737 3316 534 105 6692 2731 1041 781 276 4829 9005 6265 1477 366 17113
California, Irvine 323 154 236 713 466 156 278 900 279 215 48 542 347 257 150 754 602 369 284 0 1255 813 413 428 0 1654
California, Los Angeles 6460 1462 1760 9682 9766 2351 2138 14255 2379 155 328 2862 2808 192 485 3485 8839 1617 2088 0 12544 12574 2543 2623 0 17740
California, Riverside 7 13 2 19 41 314 85 6 231 636 0 0 0 0 0 104 5 102 0 211 7 13 2 19 41 418 90 108 231 847
California, San Diego 1530 578 1146 174 3428 1792 677 1276 187 3932 49 23 12 44 128 78 41 14 44 177 1579 601 1158 218 3556 1870 718 1290 231 4109
Chicago 5482 1348 1343 0 8173 5611 2457 1376 0 9444 1530 277 343 0 2150 3176 813 499 0 4488 7012 1625 1686 0 10323 8787 3270 1875 0 13932
Claremont Colleges 55 24 19 10 108 55 141 19 34 249 12 1 0 16 29 600 68 0 105 773 67 25 19 26 137 655 209 19 139 1022
Cleveland Museum of Art 125 124 74 323 194 179 94 467 32 34 14 80 33 37 14 84 157 158 88 0 403 227 216 108 0 551
Colorado, Boulder 616 250 89 0 955 746 365 111 0 1222 11 2181 5 0 2197 15 2295 5 0 2315 627 2431 94 0 3152 761 2660 116 0 3537
Columbia, Starr East Asian 6119 2732 4705 345 13901 8309 3532 5618 708 18167 1391 141 201 32 1765 1609 156 308 34 2107 7510 2873 4906 377 15666 9918 3688 5926 742 20274
Cornell 8329 3966 1824 2479 16598 8329 3966 1824 2479 16598 0 0 8329 3966 1824 2479 16598 8329 3966 1824 2479 16598
Duke 1575 1259 1590 522 4946 1858 2165 1880 574 6477 532 118 138 52 840 600 124 143 52 919 2107 1377 1728 574 5786 2458 2289 2023 626 7396
Emory University 1473 96 222 109 1900 2351 143 243 109 2846 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 6 0 6 1473 96 223 109 1901 2351 143 249 109 2852
Georgetown 255 314 68 637 378 448 90 916 622 145 122 889 788 233 190 1211 877 459 190 0 1526 1166 681 280 0 2127
Harvard‐Yenching Library 7235 3461 5326 1557 17579 11670 4272 6784 1594 24320 1588 303 525 747 3163 2784 341 637 757 4519 8823 3764 5851 2304 20742 14454 4613 7421 2351 28839
Hawaii 440 469 420 1329 579 626 501 1706 514 349 260 1123 604 446 353 1403 954 818 680 0 2452 1183 1072 854 0 3109
Indiana 1878 926 417 130 3351 2000 980 467 132 3579 95 66 168 25 354 110 68 187 25 390 1973 992 585 155 3705 2110 1048 654 157 3969
Kansas 742 505 69 45 1361 1160 674 78 50 1962 405 204 165 49 823 411 102 336 49 898 1147 709 234 94 2184 1571 776 414 99 2860
Library of Congress 7665 4242 5699 1986 19592 10114 4465 5999 3209 23787 141 204 16 698 1059 1845 2489 3905 2159 10398 7806 4446 5715 2684 20651 11959 6954 9904 5368 34185
Maryland 242 67 43 1 353 350 90 43 1 484 58 32 8 0 98 71 32 39 0 142 300 99 51 1 451 421 122 82 1 626
McGill 180 55 12 247 340 60 12 412 120 50 44 214 140 50 52 242 300 105 56 0 461 480 110 64 0 654
Michigan 4228 6421 4057 0 14706 7738 7827 6528 0 22093 100 80 217 0 397 854 159 243 0 1256 4328 6501 4274 0 15103 8592 7986 6771 0 23349
Minnesota 1204 357 35 545 2141 1621 524 55 592 2792 39 51 6 231 327 53 59 8 244 364 1243 408 41 776 2468 1674 583 63 836 3156
Nelson‐Atkins Museum of Art 162 0 0 7 169 203 0 0 7 210 98 58 11 57 224 101 59 11 57 228 260 58 11 64 393 304 59 11 64 438
North Carolina 2281 166 193 8 2648 2453 213 201 13 2880 489 587 152 116 1344 527 671 165 123 1486 2770 753 345 124 3992 2980 884 366 136 4366
Northwestern 1467 1019 383 1843 4712 2459 1485 453 1893 6290 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1467 1019 383 1843 4712 2459 1485 453 1893 6290
Notre Dame 177 51 43 0 271 240 58 43 0 341 521 325 116 0 962 937 364 123 0 1424 698 376 159 0 1233 1177 422 166 0 1765
Oberlin College 812 145 2 92 1051 892 156 2 107 1157 111 111 111 111 923 145 2 92 1162 1003 156 2 107 1268
Ohio State 420 103 189 148 860 1818 1962 512 148 4440 0 500 300 100 900 420 103 189 148 860 2318 2262 612 148 5340
Pennsylvania 1817 2377 446 0 4640 2825 3546 492 0 6863 19 80 588 0 687 19 80 588 0 687 1836 2457 1034 0 5327 2844 3626 1080 0 7550
Pennsylvania State 321 209 33 563 442 220 45 707 0 0 321 209 33 0 563 442 220 45 0 707
Pittsburgh 1165 452 305 66 1988 1165 452 305 66 1988 303 38 58 39 438 303 38 58 39 438 1468 490 363 105 2426 1468 490 363 105 2426
Princeton 0 8275 4244 4147 16666 0 1140 101 105 1346 0 0 0 0 0 9415 4345 4252 0 18012
Southern California 1630 1436 2216 5282 1797 2053 2459 6309 0 0 1630 1436 2216 0 5282 1797 2053 2459 0 6309
Stanford 4472 3327 2406 825 11030 7711 6057 3375 825 17968 712 262 394 151 1519 1074 267 480 151 1972 5184 3589 2800 976 12549 8785 6324 3855 976 19940
Texas, Austin 304 102 406 412 147 559 0 0 304 102 0 0 406 412 147 0 0 559
Toronto 3201 2461 1686 343 7691 4884 2515 1995 445 9839 273 118 245 80 716 565 147 336 116 1164 3474 2579 1931 423 8407 5449 2662 2331 561 11003
Virginia 319 72 3 394 628 127 14 769 37 37 39 39 319 72 40 0 431 628 127 53 0 808
Washington 813 325 1283 5 2426 1330 732 1744 6 3812 1664 205 1276 233 3378 1894 215 1518 234 3861 2477 530 2559 238 5804 3224 947 3262 240 7673
Washington, St. Louis 309 170 86 0 565 527 179 113 0 819 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 309 170 86 0 565 527 179 113 0 819
Wisconsin 1298 456 6 345 2105 1298 530 6 387 2221 477 154 76 130 837 598 176 97 130 1001 1775 610 82 475 2942 1896 706 103 517 3222
Yale 2980 1902 37 55 4974 4306 2681 37 55 7079 400 1 80 2 483 852 64 105 2 1023 3380 1903 117 57 5457 5158 2745 142 57 8102









Titles Volumes Titles Volumes
Table 2
Institutions CHN JPN KOR N-CJK TOTAL CHN JPN KOR N-CJK TOTAL CHN JPN KOR N-CJK TOTAL CHN JPN KOR N-CJK TOTAL CHN JPN KOR N-CJK TOTAL
Arizona State 79638 25636 3754 33158 142186 4141 240 518 2800 7699 0 4141 240 518 2800 7699 83779 25876 4272 35958 149885
Binghamton University, SUNY 27824 4557 4015 0 36396 718 5 200 923 0 718 5 200 0 923 28542 4562 4215 0 37319
Brigham Young 62099 16641 9962 0 88702 292 65 254 0 611 0 0 0 0 0 292 65 254 0 611 62391 16706 10216 0 89313
British Columbia 354877 184286 49837 93472 682472 2202 2122 1224 323 5871 22 5 4 0 31 2180 2117 1220 323 5840 357057 186403 51057 93795 688312
Brown 155867 27434 8118 0 191419 2002 662 236 0 2900 0 0 0 0 0 2002 662 236 0 2900 157869 28096 8354 0 194319
California, Berkeley 599939 422946 124064 24158 1171107 10200 7389 1841 467 19897 0 2 0 0 2 10200 7387 1841 467 19895 610139 430333 125905 24625 1191002
California, Irvine 72954 29745 14561 0 117260 870 499 264 0 1633 0 870 499 264 0 1633 73824 30244 14825 0 118893
California, Los Angeles 357790 206376 67500 56137 687803 15292 5729 3777 24798 0 15292 5729 3777 0 24798 373082 212105 71277 56137 712601
California, Riverside 49820 6197 2754 17067 75838 418 90 108 231 847 0 418 90 108 231 847 50238 6287 2862 17298 76685
California, San Diego 75177 71682 9057 57022 212938 1977 921 1177 497 4572 0 0 0 0 0 1977 921 1177 497 4572 77154 72603 10234 57519 217510
Chicago 526667 252370 90790 0 869827 14004 3813 2479 0 20296 0 0 0 0 0 14004 3813 2479 0 20296 540671 256183 93269 0 890123
Claremont Colleges 30647 12191 1178 3902 47918 649 204 1 293 1147 0 0 0 0 0 649 204 1 293 1147 31296 12395 1179 4195 49065
Cleveland Museum of Art 491 350 453 0 1294 491 350 453 0 1294 0 491 350 453 0 1294 982 700 906 0 2588
Colorado, Boulder 73905 23941 1579 10191 109616 761 2660 116 3537 0 761 2660 116 0 3537 74666 26601 1695 10191 113153
Columbia, Starr East Asian 490772 356950 142368 102649 1092739 15835 8136 8979 2112 35062 2 6 0 8 16 15833 8130 8979 2104 35046 506605 365080 151347 104753 1127785
Cornell 440026 185020 25872 92202 743120 8329 3966 1824 2479 16598 0 8329 3966 1824 2479 16598 448355 188986 27696 94681 759718
Duke 67254 95099 26103 119837 308293 2762 1978 2118 574 7432 0 1 0 0 1 2762 1977 2118 574 7431 70016 97076 28221 120411 315724
Emory University 35902 10607 3424 105002 154935 3430 99 183 17 3729 0 0 0 0 0 3430 99 183 17 3729 39332 10706 3607 105019 158664
Georgetown 32021 24785 6757 1534 65097 1166 681 280 2127 0 1166 681 280 0 2127 33187 25466 7037 1534 67224
Harvard-Yenching Library 887582 367107 199613 91472 1545774 17483 4613 7419 2351 31866 0 0 0 0 0 17483 4613 7419 2351 31866 905065 371720 207032 93823 1577640
Hawaii 172297 142669 78554 0 393520 1444 626 853 2923 77 107 356 540 1367 519 497 0 2383 173664 143188 79051 0 395903
Indiana 169730 86041 25015 52170 332956 2050 750 350 350 3500 0 2050 750 350 350 3500 171780 86791 25365 52520 336456
Kansas 163061 91179 8226 43129 305595 1565 878 243 99 2785 0 1565 878 243 99 2785 164626 92057 8469 43228 308380
Library of Congress 1258296 1234336 319426 215284 3027342 17669 11115 7282 5172 41238 133 6 136 6313 6588 17536 11109 7146 -1141 34650 1275832 1245445 326572 214143 3061992
Maryland 60527 84882 12439 1357 159205 942 498 208 0 1648 1383 1127 862 43 3415 -441 -629 -654 -43 -1767 60086 84253 11785 1314 157438
McGill 81450 10720 1948 0 94118 480 110 64 654 0 0 0 0 480 110 64 0 654 81930 10830 2012 0 94772
Michigan 475396 330238 64277 0 869911 6752 5593 4835 0 17180 0 0 0 0 0 6752 5593 4835 0 17180 482148 335831 69112 0 887091
Minnesota 97712 49105 9307 1858 157982 1822 771 67 900 3560 31 4 0 471 506 1791 767 67 429 3054 99503 49872 9374 2287 161036
Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art 16462 7795 799 10723 35779 304 59 11 64 438 0 0 0 0 0 304 59 11 64 438 16766 7854 810 10787 36217
North Carolina 176573 8163 3222 857 188815 3681 755 332 121 4889 0 0 0 0 0 3681 755 332 121 4889 180254 8918 3554 978 193704
Northwestern 30962 28147 1780 30944 91833 2459 1485 453 1893 6290 0 0 0 0 0 2459 1485 453 1893 6290 33421 29632 2233 32837 98123
Notre Dame 28322 7167 1467 0 36956 1177 422 166 0 1765 0 0 0 0 0 1177 422 166 0 1765 29499 7589 1633 0 38721
Oberlin College 27533 5732 22 27546 60833 812 145 2 92 1051 0 812 145 2 92 1051 28345 5877 24 27638 61884
Ohio State 153402 146116 9540 309058 2318 2262 612 5192 0 2318 2262 612 0 5192 155720 148378 10152 0 314250
Pennsylvania 198215 101263 11501 0 310979 3760 2867 1155 0 7782 0 0 0 0 0 3760 2867 1155 0 7782 201975 104130 12656 0 318761
Pennsylvania State 28443 14216 1300 0 43959 442 220 45 707 0 442 220 45 0 707 28885 14436 1345 0 44666
Pittsburgh 309844 140790 19031 16957 486622 1468 490 363 105 2426 6 23 0 0 29 1462 467 363 105 2397 311306 141257 19394 17062 489019
Princeton 586019 224994 40796 0 851809 10502 4719 4512 19733 0 0 0 0 10502 4719 4512 0 19733 596521 229713 45308 0 871542
Southern California 75375 73103 89507 0 237985 1797 2053 2459 6309 0 1797 2053 2459 0 6309 77172 75156 91966 0 244294
Stanford 448371 251322 73986 86663 860342 11453 5931 4420 1167 22971 0 0 0 0 0 11453 5931 4420 1167 22971 459824 257253 78406 87830 883313
Texas, Austin 102926 76349 7932 187207 1945 305 389 2639 26 10 4 40 1919 295 385 0 2599 104845 76644 8317 0 189806
Toronto 337767 196705 71856 6792 613120 8885 3490 3520 399 16294 0 0 0 0 0 8885 3490 3520 399 16294 346652 200195 75376 7191 629414
Virginia 57204 20757 4263 66978 149202 1402 188 39 1629 0 0 0 0 0 1402 188 39 0 1629 58606 20945 4302 66978 150831
Washington 313652 165784 139899 40965 660300 3846 1409 3774 361 9390 2 67 112 0 181 3844 1342 3662 361 9209 317496 167126 143561 41326 669509
Washington, St. Louis 104686 57020 3963 0 165669 724 286 115 0 1125 0 0 0 0 0 724 286 115 0 1125 105410 57306 4078 0 166794
Wisconsin 201518 91567 8133 53184 354402 5047 2219 189 2021 9476 0 0 0 0 0 5047 2219 189 2021 9476 206565 93786 8322 55205 363878
Yale 548854 293368 17976 1269 861467 3497 2745 142 57 6441 0 0 0 0 0 3497 2745 142 57 6441 552351 296113 18118 1326 867908
47 Total Records 10645849 6263448 1817924 1464479 20191700 201265 96613 70051 24945 392874 1682 1358 1474 6835 11349 199583 95255 68577 18110 381525 10845432 6358703 1886501 1482589 20573225
California, Berkeley (2018 Volume Holdings Form): Withdrawn subtotal does not include 754 volumes discarded as part of RLF WEST Gold De-duplication project.
California, Los Angeles (2018 Volume Holdings Form): CJK volumes added included FY2017 and FY2018 physical volumes added to the collection.
Cleveland Museum of Art (2018 Volume Holdings Form): Total volumes from 2017 are C 11,633; J 10,841; and K 2,687
Columbia, Starr East Asian (2018 Volume Holdings Form): "Volume numbers under-reported in FY-2017 and added this year: Chinese: 3266 v. ; Japanese: 2037 v. ; Korean: 637 v. ; Non-CJK: 88 v."
Princeton (2018 Volume Holdings Form): CJK Art data incomplete; Cotsen items not included
Holdings of East Asian Materials of North American Institutions as of June 30, 2018
Total Volumes in Library
Vols. Held June 30, 2017 Vols. Added During Year - Gross Vols. Withdrawn During Year Vols. Added During Year - Net Vols. Held June 30, 2018
Table 3
Institutions CHN JPN KOR N-CJK TOTAL CHN JPN KOR N-CJK TOTAL CHN JPN KOR N-CJK TOTAL
Arizona State 33 8 6 0 47 0 0 0 0 0 33 8 6 0 47
Binghamton University, SUNY 3217 0 5190 0 8407 0 0 0 0 0 3217 0 5190 0 8407
Brigham Young 0 0 0 0 0 80 31 5 0 116 80 31 5 0 116
British Columbia 70032 644 8682 0 79358 2124 1479 354 327 4284 72156 2123 9036 327 83642
Brown 4000 0 0 0 4000 102 30 4 37 173 4102 30 4 37 4173
California, Berkeley 57224 34 1920 12 59190 981 1081 286 160 2508 58205 1115 2206 172 61698
California, Irvine 10340 134 115 0 10589 47 46 14 0 107 10387 180 129 0 10696
California, Los Angeles 0 0 0 0 0 1072 194 357 112 1735 1072 194 357 112 1735
California, Riverside 12461 149 50 222 12882 63 132 9 11 215 12524 281 59 233 13097
California, San Diego 38232 2131 5956 12 46331 398 219 20 0 637 38630 2350 5976 12 46968
Chicago 37822 350 3500 22 41694 1731 1072 716 0 3519 39553 1422 4216 22 45213
Claremont Colleges 8287 565 3854 322 13028 100 39 1 9 149 8387 604 3855 331 13177
Cleveland Museum of Art 0 0 0 0 0 46 48 10 0 104 46 48 10 0 104
Colorado, Boulder 1061 619 45 0 1725 441 255 28 0 724 1502 874 73 0 2449
Columbia, Starr East Asian 31839 549 9294 46 41728 6859 2986 1293 958 12096 38698 3535 10587 1004 53824
Cornell 0 0 0 0 0 1511 855 175 341 2882 1511 855 175 341 2882
Duke 30620 54 10646 181 41501 191 258 53 58 560 30811 312 10699 239 42061
Emory University 1474 246 15 672 2407 196 65 26 0 287 1670 311 41 672 2694
Georgetown 1734 158 96 0 1988 60 29 3 0 92 1794 187 99 0 2080
Harvard-Yenching Library 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Hawaii 21668 9 2 13 21692 9 37 9 0 55 21677 46 11 13 21747
Indiana 27959 537 3853 10 32359 1413 752 378 60 2603 29372 1289 4231 70 34962
Kansas 11169 7 7692 151 19019 2194 1200 120 150 3664 13363 1207 7812 301 22683
Library of Congress 20480 3364 2222 433 26499 1970 5985 1306 6579 15840 22450 9349 3528 7012 42339
Maryland 0 0 0 0 0 73 89 12 0 174 73 89 12 0 174
McGill 3 0 0 0 3 2 0 0 0 2 5 0 0 0 5
Michigan 68514 547 8978 0 78039 3155 1592 340 186 5273 71669 2139 9318 186 83312
Minnesota 6325 10786 3885 1259 22255 240 168 11 208 627 6565 10954 3896 1467 22882
Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art 1 0 0 0 1 41 9 1 28 79 42 9 1 28 80
North Carolina 108369 8400 3206 32 120007 84 15 0 27 126 108453 8415 3206 59 120133
Northwestern 37213 14 5853 29 43109 64 129 6 0 199 37277 143 5859 29 43308
Notre Dame 20036 0 0 0 20036 0 0 0 0 0 20036 0 0 0 20036
Oberlin College 408 459 45 222 1134 50 16 0 32 98 458 475 45 254 1232
Ohio State 21790 790 3239 73 25892 333 653 139 257 1382 22123 1443 3378 330 27274
Pennsylvania 1609 1839 55 0 3503 994 1234 132 0 2360 2603 3073 187 0 5863
Pennsylvania State 23333 10 3852 0 27195 30 15 1 0 46 23363 25 3853 0 27241
Pittsburgh 10667 23 6352 0 17042 282 90 45 163 580 10949 113 6397 163 17622
Princeton 46269 7 10708 0 56984 1644 786 166 168 2764 47913 793 10874 168 59748
Stanford 0 0 0 0 0 1361 624 320 191 2496 1361 624 320 191 2496
Texas, Austin 24275 4 5309 0 29588 1600 840 176 0 2616 25875 844 5485 0 32204
Toronto 0 0 0 0 0 311 163 96 22 592 311 163 96 22 592
Virginia 1938 0 4420 0 6358 353 209 20 0 582 2291 209 4440 0 6940
Washington 64644 3 8977 0 73624 4915 2306 2997 2667 12885 69559 2309 11974 2667 86509
Washington, St. Louis 11314 25 3853 0 15192 71 66 2 0 139 11385 91 3855 0 15331
Wisconsin 4750 2107 1528 966 9351 1104 227 19 114 1464 5854 2334 1547 1080 10815
Yale 0 0 0 0 0 460 1377 36 0 1873 460 1377 36 0 1873
45 Total Records 1013757 88707 1102464
California, San Diego (2018 Serials Form): Footnote for 1.2: Significant increase to the Chinese Print serials number due to data entry on FY16-17 data. FY16-17 should have been 418, not 48.
Chicago (2018 Serials Form): Since we could not split "purchased" from "Non-purchased", we put the total of both types in "Purchased" category.
Colorado, Boulder (2018 Serials Form): data on non CJK materials is not available
Harvard-Yenching Library (2018 Serials Form): total Chinese 2872, total Japanese 1483, total Korean 1387, total non-CJK 197, grand total 5939
Library of Congress (2018 Serials Form): NOTE #1:  last year's number of 53,717 a db query error.  It should have been 16,248.
Washington (2018 Serials Form): Counts for "Non-purchased" print serials are approximate. In previous years we did not include "previously paid-for serials that have ceased or no longer have current subscriptions" in this category.
Number of Serial Titles:  Electronic and Pirnt & Other Formats as of June 30, 2018
Total Electronic Total Print and Other Formats Total Number of Serials Held and Accessed
Table 4-1
Institutions CHN JPN KOR N-CJK TOTAL CHN JPN KOR N-CJK TOTAL CHN JPN KOR N-CJK TOTAL CHN JPN KOR N-CJK TOTAL CHN JPN KOR N-CJK TOTAL
Arizona State 0 0 0 0 0 89 8 6 45 148 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 72 0 0 0 72
Binghamton University, SUNY 10 2 2 0 14 33 4 3 0 40 51 35 8 0 94 39 20 12 0 71 487 188 227 0 902
Brigham Young 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15 84 6 0 105 45 247 110 0 402 296 242 17 0 555
British Columbia 884 565 79 7 1535 210 1130 26 38 1404 117 1108 128 72 1425 53 35 9 7 104 915 918 919 626 3378
Brown 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
California, Berkeley 22118 22118 22118 0 66354 2847 2849 2847 0 8543 245 253 343 0 841 5142 5400 5142 0 15684 1538 1555 1538 0 4631
California, Irvine 1 0 10 0 11 1 8 0 0 9 2 9 53 0 64 51 122 101 0 274 1675 965 1314 0 3954
California, Los Angeles 8776 95585 268 1500 106129 30 314 0 1079 1423 3 131 13 101 248 88 113 40 0 241 11846 299 1468 0 13613
California, Riverside 0 0 0 0 0 19 90 4 6 119 37 528 5 37 607 1110 679 263 119 2171 0 0 0 0 0
California, San Diego 3707 2265 669 0 6641 327 250 96 700 1373 399 153 95 445 1092 406 307 204 126 1043 4959 461 1244 226 6890
Chicago 41953 10461 962 0 53376 75 81 52 0 208 145 448 379 0 972 12 45 141 0 198 533 724 457 0 1714
Claremont Colleges 59 2 0 1 62 6 2 0 4 12 0 0 0 0 0 4 1 1 6 12 56 87 160 4 307
Cleveland Museum of Art 35 334 0 0 369 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 4 7 6 4 0 17
Columbia, Starr East Asian 34805 40412 1021 10361 86599 1267 920 404 931 3522 145 401 30 85 661 335 500 2 320 1157 6454 964 2316 530 10264
Cornell 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Duke 660 3887 2 13879 18428 82 677 38 12028 12825 129 213 62 232 636 229 61 56 232 578 4647 1365 1571 1838 9421
Emory University 28 22 6 0 56 0 0 0 0 0 28 26 11 0 65 121 65 3 0 189 865 1095 234 0 2194
Georgetown 28 50 5 0 83 45 20 11 0 76 602 88 59 0 749 1056 745 702 0 2503 930 823 656 0 2409
Harvard-Yenching Library 53869 51410 8553 4774 118606 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2276 0 3147 32 5455
Hawaii 11447 9072 640 0 21159 295 5138 0 0 5433 118 0 0 0 118 126 0 0 0 126 707 1039 668 0 2414
Indiana 1000 1000 500 500 3000 500 300 100 200 1100 100 100 50 10 260 500 350 450 300 1600 585 430 460 79 1554
Kansas 3720 4157 200 650 8727 130 400 50 0 580 184 235 35 0 454 174 160 237 45 616 1454 866 419 205 2944
Library of Congress 25952 36755 5229 13199 81135 8171 8741 2775 3022 22709 1058 863 706 3022 5649 3092 1347 1354 1082 6875 430 46 415 256 1147
Maryland 526 0 0 0 526 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1
McGill 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1195 780 135 190 2300
Michigan 60565 21002 760 0 82327 19 10 3 0 32 2 27 1 0 30 0 0 0 0 0 22 307 217 0 546
Minnesota 1163 601 0 5406 7170 440 229 83 4549 5301 50 73 22 140 285 72 82 1 199 354 2470 927 644 491 4532
Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
North Carolina 10781 365 0 930 12076 0 0 0 0 0 10 0 0 0 10 831 25 15 6 877 1162 73 451 71 1757
Northwestern 14 17 2 463 496 38 3 0 174 215 31 75 13 168 287 344 946 153 1901 3344 0 0 0 0 0
Notre Dame 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Oberlin College 38 0 0 0 38 0 0 0 25 25 35 59 94 0 188 174 205 9 407 795 308 402 77 151 938
Ohio State 13406 51443 11 0 64860 172 2047 15 0 2234 109 386 49 0 544 50 295 18 0 363 1048 762 104 0 1914
Pennsylvania 1585 1048 1 0 2634 155 53 11 0 219 106 217 21 0 344 296 1394 104 0 1794 32 191 115 0 338
Pennsylvania State 0 1 0 0 1 1 18 7 0 26 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 18 10 3 0 31
Pittsburgh 10676 3029 10 1120 14835 6 167 0 0 173 130 151 24 1 306 1246 100 149 16 1511 2133 344 1046 15 3538
Princeton 32009 17830 334 0 50173 225 127 2 0 354 42 1 51 0 94 125 83 49 0 257 1014 602 2073 0 3689
Southern California 300 1259 3883 0 5442 31 29 609 0 669 15 1050 56 0 1121 70 68 1712 0 1850 1132 648 3214 0 4994
Stanford 32289 4352 657 0 37298 0 0 0 0 0 184 47 499 0 730 389 82 133 0 604 5084 464 1077 0 6625
Texas, Austin 1667 611 5 0 2283 116 199 6 0 321 384 130 23 0 537 88 120 43 0 251 576 224 595 0 1395
Toronto 14190 13697 324 287 28498 0 0 0 0 0 281 30 8 0 319 29 2 44 0 75 1507 98 1344 111 3060
Virginia 445 41 5 0 491 221 216 19 0 456 233 320 102 0 655 1189 675 514 0 2378 1118 507 509 0 2134
Washington 12112 7998 1772 24496 46378 73 407 1 0 481 933 165 193 3 1294 1029 710 198 1 1938 2316 1640 824 16 4796
Washington, St. Louis 4043 1069 0 0 5112 529 3 1 0 533 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Wisconsin 166 104 2 3 275 319 184 5 334 842 291 112 142 1427 1972 68 104 20 198 390 664 380 375 166 1585
Yale 45419 26652 3784 6 75861 247 441 31 0 719 92 378 12 0 482 1321 3767 722 0 5810 0 0 0 0 0
46 Total Records 450446 429216 51814 77582 1009058 16719 25065 7205 23135 72124 6306 7896 3293 5743 23238 19904 18857 12713 4965 56439 62531 20433 30037 5007 118008
Yale (2018 Other Holdings Form): Yale counts both videos and DVDs as video
*A few customized holdings are not showing in this report
British Columbia (2018 Other Holdings Form): Title counts only; itemization not possible
Harvard-Yenching Library (2018 Other Holdings Form): audio subtotal: 7588
Pittsburgh (2018 Other Holdings Form): [Custom input]: 4424 Chinese Digitized Archives
Princeton (2018 Other Holdings Form): Incomplete data; CJK Video, DVD also held outside EAL. Does not include accompanying material since FY11.
Virginia (2018 Other Holdings Form): including streaming film titles
Wisconsin (2018 Other Holdings Form): We base non-CJK counts on LC classification range, therefore we are not able to provide data for formats not classed in LC
Holdings of Other East Asian Materials in North American Institutions as of June 30, 2018
Other Library Materials
Microform Cartographic and Graphic Audio Video DVD
Table 4-2
Institutions CHN JPN KOR N-CJK TOTAL CHN JPN KOR N-CJK TOTAL CHN JPN KOR N-CJK TOTAL CHN JPN KOR N-CJK TOTAL CHN JPN KOR N-CJK TOTAL
Arizona State 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 161 8 6 45 220
Binghamton University, SUNY 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 620 249 252 0 1121
Brigham Young 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 356 573 133 0 1062
British Columbia 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2179 3756 1161 750 7846
Brown 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
California, Berkeley 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 31890 32175 31988 0 96053
California, Irvine 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1730 1104 1478 0 4312
California, Los Angeles 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 20743 96442 1789 2680 121654
California, Riverside 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1166 1297 272 162 2897
California, San Diego 0 2300 0 106 2406 13887 2 66 5012 18967 82 114 14 448 658 70 16 26 1413 1525 23837 5868 2414 8476 40595
Chicago 0 0 0 0 0 21000 0 0 7849 28849 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 63718 11759 1991 7849 85317
Claremont Colleges 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1820 1820 125 92 161 1835 2213
Cleveland Museum of Art 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 42 342 6 0 390
Columbia, Starr East Asian 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 43006 43197 3773 12227 102203
Cornell 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Duke 0 0 0 0 0 1750 674 462 12028 14914 0 0 0 0 0 113 31 287 689 1120 7610 6908 2478 40926 57922
Emory University 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1042 1208 254 0 2504
Georgetown 37 10 7 0 54 8 10 4 0 22 290 152 45 0 487 489 402 524 0 1415 3485 2300 2013 0 7798
Harvard-Yenching Library 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 56145 51410 11700 4806 124061
Hawaii 0 0 0 0 0 524 2747 0 0 3271 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 13217 17996 1308 0 32521
Indiana 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 5 0 20 35 0 0 0 400 400 2695 2185 1560 1509 7949
Kansas 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5662 5818 941 900 13321
Library of Congress 261 115 46 297 719 102 2447 8 3025 5582 9 4 15 0 28 0 0 0 66 66 39075 50318 10548 23969 123910
Maryland 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 526 1 0 0 527
McGill 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1195 780 135 190 2300
Michigan 0 0 0 0 0 1750 0 0 5004 6754 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 17 1820 1837 62358 21346 998 6824 91526
Minnesota 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4195 1912 750 10785 17642
Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
North Carolina 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12784 463 466 1007 14720
Northwestern 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 17 400 417 427 1041 185 3106 4759
Notre Dame 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 400 400 0 0 0 400 400
Oberlin College 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 555 666 180 583 1984
Ohio State 0 2300 0 0 2300 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 17 1820 1837 14785 57233 214 1820 74052
Pennsylvania 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2174 2903 252 0 5329
Pennsylvania State 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 130 39 281 0 450 149 68 291 0 508
Pittsburgh 0 0 0 0 0 1854 0 0 0 1854 0 0 0 0 0 108 0 0 400 508 16206 3791 1229 1552 22778
Princeton 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 33415 18643 2509 0 54567
Southern California 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1548 3054 9474 0 14076
Stanford 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 37946 4945 2366 0 45257
Texas, Austin 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2831 1284 672 0 4787
Toronto 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 16007 13827 1720 398 31952
Virginia 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3206 1759 1149 0 6114
Washington 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 17 0 17 16463 10920 3005 24516 54904
Washington, St. Louis 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4572 1072 1 0 5645
Wisconsin 0 0 0 5 5 24 9 2 0 35 0 2 1 23 26 28 25 7 178 238 1560 920 554 2334 5368
Yale 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 47079 31238 4549 6 82872
46 Total Records 298 4725 53 408 5484 40899 5889 542 32918 80248 391 277 75 491 1234 938 513 1193 9406 12050 598485 512871 106925 159655 1377936
Princeton (2018 Other Holdings Form): Incomplete data; CJK Video, DVD also held outside EAL. Does not include accompanying material since FY11.
Virginia (2018 Other Holdings Form): including streaming film titles
Wisconsin (2018 Other Holdings Form): We base non-CJK counts on LC classification range, therefore we are not able to provide data for formats not classed in LC
Yale (2018 Other Holdings Form): Yale counts both videos and DVDs as video
*A few customized holdings are not showing in this report
Holdings of Other East Asian Materials in North American Institutions as of June 30, 2018
Other Library Materials
Total Other Library Materials
British Columbia (2018 Other Holdings Form): Title counts only; itemization not possible
Harvard-Yenching Library (2018 Other Holdings Form): audio subtotal: 7588
Pittsburgh (2018 Other Holdings Form): [Custom input]: 4424 Chinese Digitized Archives
Online Map Online Image/Photograph Streaming Audio/Music Streaming Film/Video
Institutions CHN JPN KOR N-CJK TOTAL w/o E-Books w/ E-Books CHN JPN KOR N-CJK TOTAL
Arizona State 83779 25876 4272 35958 149885 7030 220 150105 157135 190 85 75 0 350
Binghamton University, SUNY 28542 4562 4215 0 37319 1121 38440 38440 0
Brigham Young 62391 16706 10216 0 89313 11 1062 90375 90386 0 0 0 0 0
British Columbia 357057 186403 51057 93795 688312 1884 7846 696158 698042 200 300 1 0 501
Brown 157869 28096 8354 0 194319 1445 0 194319 195764 2623 96 14 0 2733
California, Berkeley 610139 430333 125905 24625 1191002 3310786 96053 1287055 4597841 1030 346 385 0 1761
California, Irvine 73824 30244 14825 0 118893 31015 4312 123205 154220 7 194 201
California, Los Angeles 373082 212105 71277 56137 712601 121654 834255 834255 7709 11850 3039 0 22598
California, Riverside 50238 6287 2862 17298 76685 2897 79582 79582 1900 100 10 100 2110
California, San Diego 77154 72603 10234 57519 217510 59518 40595 258105 317623 14045 25 10064 0 24134
Chicago 540671 256183 93269 0 890123 85317 975440 975440 4011 650 50 0 4711
Claremont Colleges 31296 12395 1179 4195 49065 496 2213 51278 51774 2000 2000 125 30 4155
Cleveland Museum of Art 982 700 906 0 2588 0 390 2978 2978 118 123 7 0 248
Colorado, Boulder 74666 26601 1695 10191 113153 113153 113153 542 140 6 688
Columbia, Starr East Asian 506605 365080 151347 104753 1127785 2697247 102203 1229988 3927235 18768 1158 8657 4521 33104
Cornell 448355 188986 27696 94681 759718 0 0 759718 759718 0
Duke 70016 97076 28221 120411 315724 11575 57922 373646 385221 559 326 228 0 1113
Emory University 39332 10706 3607 105019 158664 3786 2504 161168 164954 864 331 412 0 1607
Georgetown 33187 25466 7037 1534 67224 120 7798 75022 75142 180 80 55 315
Harvard-Yenching Library 905065 371720 207032 93823 1577640 682536 124061 1701701 2384237 549 767 1223 239 2778
Hawaii 173664 143188 79051 0 395903 6420 32521 428424 434844 606 12700 800 14106
Indiana 171780 86791 25365 52520 336456 1833 7949 344405 346238 452 2333 567 177 3529
Kansas 164626 92057 8469 43228 308380 7147 13321 321701 328848 0 0 0 0 0
Library of Congress 1275832 1245445 326572 214143 3061992 0 123910 3185902 3185902 5611 1547 1662 592 9412
Maryland 60086 84253 11785 1314 157438 2 527 157965 157967 760 848 0 0 1608
McGill 81930 10830 2012 0 94772 2300 97072 97072 0 0 0 0 0
Michigan 482148 335831 69112 0 887091 9145 91526 978617 987762 1382 9162 3639 0 14183
Minnesota 99503 49872 9374 2287 161036 14368 17642 178678 193046 311 119 13 111 554
Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art 16766 7854 810 10787 36217 0 0 36217 36217 0 0 0 0 0
North Carolina 180254 8918 3554 978 193704 2316 14720 208424 210740 1319 748 177 11 2255
Northwestern 33421 29632 2233 32837 98123 14857 4759 102882 117739 850 75 28 0 953
Notre Dame 29499 7589 1633 0 38721 222408 400 39121 261529 0 0 0 0 0
Oberlin College 28345 5877 24 27638 61884 1984 63868 63868 690 74 30 794
Ohio State 155720 148378 10152 0 314250 905 74052 388302 389207 283 189 142 0 614
Pennsylvania 201975 104130 12656 0 318761 5329 324090 324090 920 480 50 0 1450
Pennsylvania State 28885 14436 1345 0 44666 1533 508 45174 46707 0
Pittsburgh 311306 141257 19394 17062 489019 6012 22778 511797 517809 0 0 0 0 0
Princeton 596521 229713 45308 0 871542 864610 54567 926109 1790719 1019 475 2497 3991
Southern California 77172 75156 91966 0 244294 14076 258370 258370 750 5150 3000 8900
Stanford 459824 257253 78406 87830 883313 759555 45257 928570 1688125 685 1633 2304 4622
Texas, Austin 104845 76644 8317 0 189806 4787 194593 194593 167 132 299
Toronto 346652 200195 75376 7191 629414 31952 661366 661366 2990 284 817 1236 5327
Virginia 58606 20945 4302 66978 150831 6114 156945 156945 0 0 0 0 0
Total East Asian Collections of North American Institutions as of June 30, 2018
Total Physical Volumes Held as of June 30, 2018                              
(From Table 1) Total Electronic 
Books Volumes 
Held





Number of Unprocessed/Backlog Materials
Table 5
Institutions CHN JPN KOR N-CJK TOTAL w/o E-Books w/ E-Books CHN JPN KOR N-CJK TOTAL
Total East Asian Collections of North American Institutions as of June 30, 2018
Total Physical Volumes Held as of June 30, 2018                              
(From Table 1) Total Electronic 
Books Volumes 
Held





Number of Unprocessed/Backlog Materials
Washington 317496 167126 143561 41326 669509 68308 54904 724413 792721 0
Washington, St. Louis 105410 57306 4078 0 166794 35 5645 172439 172474 0 95 5 0 100
Wisconsin 206565 93786 8322 55205 363878 39610 5368 369246 408856 64 25 6 0 95
Yale 552351 296113 18118 1326 867908 25266 82872 950780 976046 1864 767 123 2754
47 Total Records 10845432 6358703 1886501 1482589 20573225 8851779 1377936 21951161 30802940 76018 55407 40211 7017 178653
Claremont Colleges (2018 Unprocessed Backlog Materials Form): estimates.
Colorado, Boulder (2018 Unprocessed Backlog Materials Form): data on non-CJK materials is not available
Columbia, Starr East Asian (2018 Unprocessed Backlog Materials Form): 1) Backlog does not include continuing resources, e-resources, and archival materials. 2) Japanese uncataloged art catalogs for Avery Library not included: 480 volumes.
Washington (2018 Unprocessed Backlog Materials Form): Information not available
Table 5
Table 6‐1
Chinese Japanese Korean Non‐CJK
Institutions Total Total Total Total
Arizona State $147,000.00  $26,000.00  $12,000.00  $0.00  $185,000.00 
Binghamton University, SUNY $7,326.00  $400.00  $5,465.00  $0.00  $13,191.00 
Brigham Young $13,000.00  $9,500.00  $3,500.00  $0.00  $26,000.00 
British Columbia $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00 
Brown $123,884.32  $37,217.00  $19,320.00  $48,114.71  $228,536.03 
California, Berkeley $332,290.00  $256,189.00  $25,442.00  $33,511.00  $647,432.00 
California, Los Angeles $140,349.00  $134,631.00  $73,594.00  $0.00  $348,574.00 
California, Riverside $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $36,000.00 
California, San Diego $100,613.00  $63,285.00  $51,778.00  $71,006.00  $286,682.00 
Chicago $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $299,001.95 
Claremont Colleges $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $29,042.00 
Cleveland Museum of Art $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00 
Columbia, Starr East Asian $383,615.00  $448,516.00  $118,095.00  $114,370.00  $1,064,596.00 
Cornell $269,663.00  $280,052.00  $36,850.00  $29,398.00  $615,963.00 
Duke $162,961.00  $171,239.64  $73,142.89  $98,129.00  $505,472.53 
Emory University $142,039.00  $11,500.00  $0.00  $0.00  $153,539.00 
Georgetown $19,880.00  $11,000.00  $6,500.00  $20,000.00  $57,380.00 
Harvard‐Yenching Library $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $17,244.00  $17,244.00 
Hawaii $51,737.00  $91,230.00  $30,000.00  $0.00  $172,967.00 
Indiana $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $248,719.00 
Kansas $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $108,529.00 
Library of Congress $677,229.06  $450,498.18  $233,908.88  $997,519.36  $2,359,155.48 
Maryland $4,000.00  $4,000.00  $2,100.00  $1,500.00  $11,600.00 
McGill $11,000.00  $6,000.00  $2,000.00  $0.00  $19,000.00 
Michigan $475,153.00  $460,205.00  $216,000.00  $42,161.00  $1,193,519.00 
Minnesota $63,180.61  $35,317.67  $8,236.83  $31,445.73  $138,180.84 
Nelson‐Atkins Museum of Art $5,875.21  $1,043.68  $0.00  $4,033.06  $10,951.95 
North Carolina $54,072.55  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $54,072.55 
Northwestern $127,679.24  $39,410.67  $27,128.33  $0.00  $194,218.24 
Notre Dame $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $48,900.00 
Oberlin College $18,495.00  $16,955.00  $570.00  $10,067.00  $46,087.00 
Ohio State $120,104.00  $78,274.00  $11,422.00  $0.00  $209,800.00 
Pennsylvania $227,760.00  $242,519.00  $36,492.00  $0.00  $506,771.00 
Pennsylvania State $82,276.84  $25,056.86  $11,066.10  $11,399.35  $128,599.15 
Pittsburgh $79,675.00  $62,749.00  $13,798.00  $1,673.00  $157,895.00 






Chinese Japanese Korean Non‐CJK





Stanford $486,147.00  $462,945.00  $129,365.00  $171,357.00  $1,249,814.00 
Texas, Austin $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $97,751.00 
Toronto $220,950.13  $103,160.57  $59,454.50  $2,374.52  $385,939.72 
Virginia $48,875.00  $35,935.00  $2,500.00  $3,410.00  $90,720.00 
Washington $103,787.00  $91,138.40  $51,472.35  $10,257.00  $256,654.75 
Washington, St. Louis $45,300.00  $28,500.00  $12,000.00  $12,300.00  $98,100.00 
Wisconsin $78,897.00  $69,700.00  $9,650.00  $3,531.00  $161,778.00 
Yale $261,044.00  $120,549.00  $13,297.00  $8,486.00  $403,376.00 














Institutions CHN JPN KOR TOTAL CHN JPN KOR TOTAL CHN JPN KOR TOTAL
Arizona State $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $185,000.00 
Binghamton University, SUNY $1,000.00  $1,000.00  $4,471.00  $4,471.00  $0.00  $18,662.00 
Brigham Young $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $2,500.00  $0.00  $2,500.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $28,500.00 
Brown $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $228,536.03 
California, Berkeley $118,404.00  $43,050.00  $0.00  $161,454.00  $1,878.00  $0.00  $30,363.00  $33,491.00  $22,375.00  $12,399.00  $22,458.00  $66,716.00  $909,093.00 
California, Los Angeles $32,000.00  $32,000.00  $3,000.00  $3,000.00  $4,500.00  $4,500.00  $388,074.00 
California, Riverside $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $36,000.00 
California, San Diego $15,570.00  $16,542.00  $704.00  $41,145.00  $0.00  $0.00  $22,625.00  $22,667.00  $0.00  $350,494.00 
Chicago $237,898.77  $102,702.00  $140,500.00  $780,102.72 
Claremont Colleges $9,203.00  $14,500.00  $0.00  $52,745.00 
Columbia, Starr East Asian $155,871.00  $193,363.00  $111,259.00  $494,140.00  $9,727.00  $8,230.00  $22,750.00  $43,558.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $1,602,294.00 
Cornell $75,430.00  $28,608.00  $11,984.00  $116,022.00  $54,813.00  $54,813.00  $0.00  $786,798.00 
Duke $9,935.00  $31,897.00  $5,254.51  $75,369.51  $0.00  $0.00  $21,000.00  $21,000.00  $0.00  $252.39  $0.00  $302.39  $602,144.40 
Emory University $46,944.00  $8,000.00  $6,500.00  $61,444.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $214,983.00 
Georgetown $0.00  $7,000.00  $2,000.00  $13,000.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $70,380.00 
Harvard‐Yenching Library $350,689.00  $227,712.00  $262,509.00  $885,501.00  $288,822.00  $376,936.00  $68,782.00  $818,638.00  $0.00  $1,721,383.00 
Hawaii $29,487.02  $5,620.00  $0.00  $35,107.02  $7,200.00  $18,754.00  $29,500.00  $55,454.00  $0.00  $3,600.00  $8,500.00  $12,100.00  $275,628.02 
Indiana $39,100.00  $19,500.00  $19,500.00  $10,000.00  $317,319.00 
Kansas $2,000.00  $2,000.00  $6,400.00  $6,400.00  $3,300.00  $6,439.00  $9,739.00  $126,668.00 
Library of Congress $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $2,359,155.48 
Maryland $2,500.00  $0.00  $0.00  $2,500.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $14,100.00 
McGill $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $8,000.00  $0.00  $4,500.00  $12,500.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $31,500.00 
Michigan $65,021.14  $35,329.72  $0.00  $100,350.86  $0.00  $0.00  $21,000.00  $21,000.00  $39,150.00  $3,600.00  $1,800.00  $44,550.00  $1,359,419.86 
Minnesota $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $138,180.84 
Nelson‐Atkins Museum of Art $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $10,951.95 
North Carolina $110,808.39  $1,668.00  $1,666.00  $3,902.00  $7,236.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $172,116.94 
Northwestern $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $24,575.25  $0.00  $24,575.25  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $218,793.49 
Notre Dame $39,500.00  $88,300.00  $88,300.00  $26,300.00  $203,000.00 
Oberlin College $2,120.00  $2,120.00  $0.00  $0.00  $48,207.00 
Ohio State $1,118.00  $35,919.00  $0.00  $37,037.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $6,300.00  $6,300.00  $5,400.00  $18,000.00  $264,837.00 
Pennsylvania $4,534.00  $62,531.00  $67,065.00  $4,500.00  $4,500.00  $0.00  $578,336.00 
Pennsylvania State $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $128,599.15 
Pittsburgh $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $490.00  $53,751.00  $4,968.00  $59,209.00  $217,104.00 
Princeton $72,041.00  $328,652.00  $400,693.00  $18,692.00  $18,000.00  $36,692.00  $77,650.00  $44,000.00  $121,650.00  $1,520,736.00 
Stanford $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $26,440.00  $13,000.00  $21,000.00  $60,440.00  $15,000.00  $12,000.00  $5,735.00  $32,735.00  $1,342,989.00 
Texas, Austin $2,868.00  $2,868.00  $4,298.00  $4,298.00  $4,000.00  $4,000.00  $108,917.00 
Toronto $0.00  $23,000.00  $23,000.00  $0.00  $408,939.72 
Virginia $72,344.00  $9,000.00  $0.00  $172,064.00 
Washington $12,493.98  $12,493.98  $36,592.00  $0.00  $18,000.00  $54,592.00  $18,622.60  $8,309.93  $4,320.00  $31,252.53  $354,993.26 
Washington, St. Louis $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $4,500.00  $4,500.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $102,600.00 
Wisconsin $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $2,236.00  $2,236.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $164,014.00 
Yale $31,002.00  $147,941.00  $7,689.87  $186,632.87  $4,500.00  $4,500.00  $100,000.00  $694,508.87 













Institutions CHN JPN KOR
East 
Asian TOTAL CHN JPN KOR
East 
Asian TOTAL CHN JPN KOR
East
Asian TOTAL Acquisition Processing
Arizona State 1.50 1.00 0.00 0.50 3.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 No No 4.00
Binghamton University, SUNY 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.30 0.30 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.20 0.20 0.00 No No 1.50
Brigham Young 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.00 2.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.25 0.25 0.00 Yes Yes 3.25
British Columbia 1.33 1.33 0.67 0.00 3.33 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.00 2.70 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.00 1.05 5.79 No No 12.87
Brown 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 2.25 0.00 0.30 0.00 2.55 0.00 Yes Yes 4.55
California, Berkeley 2.00 2.00 1.00 3.00 8.00 3.00 2.40 1.00 5.40 11.80 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 No Yes 19.80
California, Irvine 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.90 0.50 0.93 0.00 2.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 No No 3.33
California, Los Angeles 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 4.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 4.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 3.00 0.00 No No 11.00
California, Riverside 0.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.25 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 No No 0.75
California, San Diego 0.60 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.60 1.25 0.31 0.08 0.00 1.64 0.19 0.03 0.18 0.00 0.39 1.50 Yes Yes 4.13
Chicago 2.70 1.20 1.10 0.00 5.00 2.80 1.10 1.10 0.00 5.00 2.20 0.00 1.20 0.00 3.40 0.00 Yes Yes 13.40
Claremont Colleges 0.60 0.20 0.20 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.75 0.75 0.00 No No 1.75
Cleveland Museum of Art 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 No No 0.00
Colorado, Boulder 2.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 No No 4.00
Columbia, Starr East Asian 2.00 2.00 1.00 4.00 9.00 2.00 1.75 1.83 6.00 11.58 0.50 0.27 0.29 1.80 2.86 0.25 Yes Yes 23.69
Cornell 1.37 1.37 0.00 0.00 2.74 3.25 0.50 1.00 0.00 4.75 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 No No 8.49
Duke 1.20 1.50 1.00 0.00 3.70 1.00 0.50 0.50 0.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 0.50 0.00 2.50 0.00 No No 8.20
Emory University 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 2.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 No No 4.00
Georgetown 0.60 0.20 0.20 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.25 No No 1.25
Harvard-Yenching Library 3.00 2.00 2.00 1.50 8.50 8.00 3.00 3.00 6.00 20.00 4.00 4.00 3.00 4.00 15.00 0.00 No No 43.50
Hawaii 2.00 3.00 2.00 0.00 7.00 0.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 2.00 0.40 10.00 0.00 0.00 10.40 0.00 No No 19.40
Indiana 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.00 2.00 1.00 0.50 0.00 0.50 2.00 1.00 0.50 0.50 0.00 2.00 0.90 No No 6.90
Kansas 0.90 1.00 0.10 0.00 2.00 0.60 0.30 0.10 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.20 0.00 0.00 1.20 0.25 No Yes 3.45
Library of Congress 13.39 10.88 8.18 0.00 32.45 9.26 2.73 2.83 0.00 14.82 0.10 0.85 0.05 0.00 1.00 0.84 No No 49.11
Maryland 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.20 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.20 0.00 No Yes 2.20
McGill 0.50 0.20 0.10 0.00 0.80 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 No No 0.80
Michigan 1.00 2.00 1.00 0.50 4.50 2.50 2.00 3.00 0.50 8.00 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.00 0.75 2.00 No No 15.25
Minnesota 0.30 0.30 0.10 0.20 0.90 1.00 0.70 0.30 0.00 2.00 0.50 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.60 0.00 No No 3.50
Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 No No 2.00
North Carolina 0.80 0.20 0.00 0.00 1.00 1.75 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.75 0.69 0.28 0.23 0.00 1.20 0.00 No No 3.95
Northwestern 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.00 0.75 2.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 No No 4.75
Notre Dame 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 No Yes 1.00
Oberlin College 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 3.00 0.00 No No 4.00
Ohio State 0.80 1.00 0.20 0.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 3.00 0.10 0.35 0.10 0.00 0.55 0.30 No No 5.85
Pennsylvania 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 2.00 1.00 0.25 0.00 0.00 1.25 0.00 No No 5.25
Pennsylvania State 0.50 0.50 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.50 0.50 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 No No 2.00
Pittsburgh 2.50 1.00 0.50 0.00 4.00 3.30 2.20 1.10 0.00 6.60 0.30 0.10 0.10 0.00 0.50 0.00 No No 11.10
Princeton 3.35 2.35 1.00 1.00 7.70 3.73 2.05 0.50 2.85 9.13 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.50 1.50 0.00 No No 18.33
Southern California 1.34 2.33 2.33 0.00 6.00 1.50 0.00 2.00 0.00 3.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.25 0.25 0.00 No No 9.75
Stanford 2.00 2.00 2.00 0.50 6.50 3.15 1.80 1.55 0.00 6.50 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.80 6.00 No Yes 19.80
Texas, Austin 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 No No 1.00
Toronto 2.50 1.00 2.00 0.00 5.50 2.00 1.00 1.50 0.00 4.50 1.23 1.23 1.23 0.00 3.69 4.90 No No 18.59
Virginia 2.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 No No 3.00
Washington 1.50 2.00 1.50 0.50 5.50 1.20 1.00 0.50 1.00 3.70 1.50 0.15 0.60 2.00 4.25 2.80 No No 16.25
Washington, St. Louis 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 2.00 0.50 0.40 0.10 0.00 1.00 1.25 1.00 0.25 0.00 2.50 0.00 No Yes 5.50
Yale 2.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 1.00 1.50 0.50 0.00 3.00 0.20 0.20 0.00 0.00 0.40 0.00 No No 7.40
46 Total Records 62.78 51.81 29.43 21.70 165.72 66.59 35.64 27.32 23.55 153.10 23.41 23.31 11.33 11.95 69.99 25.78 413.59
Total 
FTE
Personnel Support of East Asian Libraries and Collections in North America From July 1, 2017 through June 30, 2018




Filled Unfilled Filled Unfilled
Arizona State 5 450 0 0 0 0 0 0
Binghamton University, SUNY 5 470
Brigham Young 10 138 165 1379 0 0 0 0
British Columbia 31 561 1491 10190 300 65
Brown 30 220 170 0 0 0 0 0
California, Berkeley 24 181 372 16937 192 13
California, Los Angeles 40 617 2229
California, San Diego 20 1006 262 3430 0 0 0 0
Claremont Colleges 9 96 42 1774 259 330 361 28
Cleveland Museum of Art 92 627 11676 590 1285 88 14
Columbia, Starr East Asian 37 160 2436 17076 1118 175 2610 208
Duke 29 410 213 0 901 10 0 0
Emory University 12 85 100 3808 409 128 191 10
Georgetown 32 258 110 7200 660 75 520 0
Harvard-Yenching Library 82 451 3600 3333 140
Hawaii 20 736 432 761 477 1741 336
Indiana 5 26 230 693 536
Kansas 17 256 517 7500 520 350
Library of Congress 158 1949 6066 8261 1236 275
Maryland 35 108 20 1841 529 97 469 351
Michigan 21 295 2254 1287 55
Minnesota 10 230 200 6516
Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art 83 3224 68 6543 461 655 2617 460
North Carolina 18 117 361 0 0 0 0 0
Northwestern 2 45 24 381 0 0 0 0
Oberlin College 19 136 53
Ohio State 6 150 1589 632
Pennsylvania State 10 250
Public Services of East Asian Libraries and Collections in North America From July 










Number of Total 
Circulation
Interlibrary Loans
Lending Requests Borrowing 
Table 8
Filled Unfilled Filled Unfilled
Public Services of East Asian Libraries and Collections in North America From 










Number of Total 
Circulation
Interlibrary Loans
Lending Requests Borrowing 
Pittsburgh 246 470 298 2362 1142 115 382 62
Princeton 45 366 1264 7650 813 165 1664 107
Stanford 42 248 553 11807 651 322
Toronto 60 326 4761 8756 426 0 0 0
Virginia 1 25 155 1194
Washington 13486 799 439 1978 284
Washington, St. Louis 4 48 376
Wisconsin 12 549 526 3143 1267 356 573 195
Yale 35 356 540
37 Total Records 1307 15640 29512 152910 20312 5037 14852 2055
British Columbia (2018 Public Services Form): Data for #07 and #08 not available.
California, San Diego (2018 Public Services Form): FY17-18: Did not report ILL numbers
Kansas (2018 Public Services Form): ILL lending and borrowing unfilled (#06 and #08) were not available.
Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art (2018 Public Services Form): the figures are for entire library public services, only 03. is East Asian related number.
Northwestern (2018 Public Services Form): Leading information for the East Asian collections are unable to be separated from the general ILL data.
Ohio State (2018 Public Services Form): 04. Total Circulations NA
Pennsylvania State (2018 Public Services Form): presentations were course related instruction sessions
Princeton (2018 Public Services Form): ILL, BD
Virginia (2018 Public Services Form): We don't count day to day reference transactions.  The number reflects the data recorded on LibInsight.
Washington (2018 Public Services Form): ILL numbers are approximate
Washington, St. Louis (2018 Public Services Form): No ILL request fulfillment April-June, 2018
Columbia, Starr East Asian (2018 Public Services Form): 1) Data for Reference Transaction is based on sampling.
Table 9-1
Institutions CHN JPN KOR N-CJK
Sub 
Total CHN JPN KOR N-CJK
Sub 
Total CHN JPN KOR N-CJK
Sub 
Total CHN JPN KOR N-CJK
Sub 
Total CHN JPN KOR N-CJK Total
Binghamton University, SUNY 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 25 0 12 0 37
Brigham Young 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 10 17 4 0 31
British Columbia 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 84 40 25 13 162
Brown 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 2 14 0 0 0 12
California, Berkeley 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 461 8 0 0 469
California, Irvine 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 87 65 166 0 318
California, Los Angeles 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 417 46 23 0 486
California, Riverside 7 2 2 1 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 2 2 1 12 29 10 7 23 69
California, San Diego 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 126 64 0 0 190
Chicago 23 23 0 0 23 0 0 0 23 333 459 222 0 1014
Colorado, Boulder 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 78 24 4 104 210
Columbia, Starr East Asian 0 8 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 0 0 8 991 308 79 74 1452
Duke 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 398 222 60 661 1277
Emory University 3 4 0 0 7 85 25 3 0 113 0 0 0 0 0 88 29 3 0 120 264 87 9 0 360
Georgetown 40 48 42 53 183 302 288 380 5 975 20 12 8 0 40 362 348 430 58 1198 2420 2025 2848 58 7351
Harvard-Yenching Library 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 724 25 0 0 2554
Hawaii 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 0 0 7 0 5 0 0 5 0 12 0 0 12 254 543 311 0 1108
Indiana 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 40
Kansas 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 77 72 28 41 218
Library of Congress 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 47 139 152 306 644
Maryland 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 6
McGill 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 3 0 0 14
Michigan 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 3
Minnesota 22 11 6 31 70 0 0 22 11 6 31 70 132 190 60 12 394
Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 2 7 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 2 7 2 1 1 6 10
North Carolina 44 7 2 2 55 0 1 0 0 0 1 45 7 2 2 56 213 29 43 17 302
Oberlin College 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 33 0 0 36 69
Ohio State 16 92 10 0 118 55 259 11 0 325 5 0 0 0 5 76 351 21 0 448 99 449 44 0 592
Pennsylvania 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 4
Pittsburgh 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1305 254 141 18 1718
Princeton 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1047 594 41 0 80
Stanford 0 0 0 0 0 194 1 0 0 195 0 0 0 0 0 194 1 0 0 195 1017 129 49 0 1195
Toronto 0 0 0 7 2 9 0 0 0 7 2 9 495 82 470 7 1054
Washington 35 0 0 0 35 37 4 3 0 44 11 0 15 0 26 83 4 18 0 105 127 23 8 2 160
Washington, St. Louis 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 40 14 1 0 55
Wisconsin 3 1 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 1 0 0 4 651 152 164 380 1323
Yale 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 325 121 4 1 451
37 Total Records 518 1677 96 2272 25432
Electronic Resources of East Asian Materials in North America as of June 30, 2018
Computer Files




One Time Gift Computer 
Files Total Computer Files	 Previous Year Total Computer Files
Table 9-2
CHN JPN KOR N-CJK Total CHN JPN KOR N-CJK Total CHN JPN KOR N-CJK Total
T CD T CD T CD T CD Titles CD Titles Titles Titles Titles Titles Titles Titles Titles Titles Titles Titles Titles Titles Titles Titles Expenditure
Arizona State 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 $98,316.00
Binghamton University, SUNY 25 243 0 0 12 18 0 0 37 261 1 1 2 2 4 6 3 1 4 0 8 $13,191.00
Brigham Young 10 30 18 200 4 12 0 0 32 242 1 1 0 0 2 2 1 0 0 3 3 2 0 0 5 $9,750.00
British Columbia 85 161 40 144 25 73 13 19 163 397 0 30 4 8 0 42 30 4 8 0 42
Brown 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 14 0 1 0 0 0 1 11 2 3 0 16 12 2 3 0 17 $52,413.00
California, Berkeley 461 0 8 11 0 0 0 0 469 4033 3 4 0 2 9 54 5 2 1 62 57 9 2 3 71 $198,091.89
California, Irvine 87 134 65 117 166 218 0 13 318 482 1 1 1 3 33 4 23 60 34 5 24 0 63
California, Los Angeles 417 1344 46 424 23 148 0 0 486 1916 0 52 20 10 0 82 52 20 10 0 82
California, Riverside 36 33 12 4 9 2 24 8 81 47 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 $0.00
California, San Diego 126 787 64 289 0 14 0 0 190 1090 3 6 1 2 12 43 12 18 26 99 46 18 19 28 111 $132,093.00
Chicago 356 1218 459 1772 222 548 0 0 1037 3538 3 5 8 2 18 39 12 10 2 63 42 17 18 4 81
Claremont Colleges 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 3 2 2 6 2 12 4 2 6 3 15 $32,155.00
Colorado, Boulder 78 558 24 32 4 4 104 0 210 587 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Columbia, Starr East Asian 991 1170 316 580 79 80 74 78 1460 1908 6 12 1 0 19 56 9 11 24 100 62 21 12 24 119 $314,420.00
Duke 398 442 222 498 60 74 661 785 1277 1799 3 7 1 2 13 21 9 13 26 69 24 16 14 28 82 $192,335.30
Emory University 352 356 116 148 12 12 0 0 480 516 0 0 0 0 0 23 6 1 0 30 23 6 1 0 30 $79,487.32
Georgetown 2782 11549 2373 7409 3278 5259 116 152 8549 24369 0 0 0 120 120 4 7 3 53 67 4 7 3 173 187 $46,000.00
Harvard-Yenching Library 724 724 25 25 0 0 0 0 2554 749 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 $301,595.00
Hawaii 254 960 555 2232 311 668 0 0 1120 3860 0 6 0 0 6 14 4 3 1 22 14 10 3 1 28 $0.00
Indiana 0 24 0 0 0 0 0 0 40 446 4 3 4 5 16 31 6 6 5 48 35 9 10 10 64 $97,874.00
Kansas 77 166 72 146 28 125 41 50 218 487 6 3 1 6 16 17 3 6 1 27 23 6 7 7 43 $50,000.00
Library of Congress 47 37 139 3962 152 87 306 296 644 4382 58 11 6 43 118 8 2 4 12 26 66 13 10 55 144 $640,597.73
Maryland 0 0 6 6 0 0 0 0 6 6 0 2 0 0 2 2 6 1 5 14 2 8 1 5 16
McGill 11 37 3 3 0 0 0 0 14 40 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Michigan 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 3 2 13 0 0 15 67 20 16 8 111 69 33 16 8 126 $306,000.00
Minnesota 154 199 201 596 66 63 43 58 464 916 7 11 2 38 58 28 30 24 73 155 35 41 26 111 213 $41,017.00
Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art 7 0 1 0 1 0 8 0 17 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 2 $902.21
North Carolina 258 295 36 43 45 88 19 20 358 446 0 0 0 0 0 56 23 18 14 111 56 23 18 14 111 $19,475.94
Northwestern 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 17 1 5 0 23 17 1 5 0 23 $77,747.00
Notre Dame 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 16 4 0 0 20 16 4 0 0 20
Oberlin College 33 41 0 0 0 41 36 0 69 82 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Ohio State 175 996 800 2886 65 38 0 39 1040 3959 1 2 0 0 3 15 8 7 94 124 16 10 7 94 127
Pennsylvania 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 10 10 0 31 11 10 10 0 31 $128,982.00
Pennsylvania State 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 25 3 4 32 25 4 4 0 33
Pittsburgh 1305 2101 254 824 141 162 18 24 1718 3111 0 17 3 5 0 25 17 3 5 0 25 $67,254.21
Princeton 1047 1047 594 594 41 36 0 5 80 80 31 12 0 6 49 158 70 51 48 327 189 82 51 54 376 $276,771.00
Stanford 1211 1409 130 383 49 64 0 0 1390 1856 3 3 0 1 7 64 6 13 34 117 67 9 13 35 124 $358,721.00
Toronto 495 2255 82 220 477 960 9 54 1063 3489 0 1 0 0 1 16 3 14 0 33 16 4 14 0 34 $62,810.00
Washington 210 893 27 263 26 227 2 21 265 1404 1 2 1 0 4 35 4 12 0 51 36 6 13 0 55
Washington, St. Louis 40 281 14 144 1 1 0 0 55 426 1 2 0 1 4 6 1 2 0 9 7 3 2 1 13 $79,570.00
Wisconsin 654 1659 153 242 164 157 380 246 1327 2262 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Yale 326 786 121 245 4 5 1 1 452 1037 1 9 1 11 43 11 4 2 60 44 20 4 3 71 $238,751.03
42 Total Records 13255 31938 6976 24442 5465 9184 1855 1869 27704 70226 139 118 26 231 514 1019 311 317 431 2078 1158 429 343 662 2592 $3,916,320.63
Electronic Resources of East Asian Materials as of June 30, 2018
Institutions
Grand Total Computer Files
Electronic Databases & Serials
Electronic Indexes and Electronic Full Text Periodicals Electronic Subscriptions Total
Total Electronic 
Resources
CHN JPN KOR N-CJK Total
Table 10-1
CHN JPN KOR N-CJK Total CHN JPN KOR N-CJK Total CHN JPN KOR N-CJK Total CHN JPN KOR N-CJK Total CHN JPN KOR N-CJK Total
Arizona State 1530 0 0 0 1530 0 0 0 1530 0 0 0 1530 0 0 0 0 0 3000 0 1500 0 4500 1530
Brigham Young 1 1 -1 1 2 1 1 1 1 4 2 2 0 2 6 1 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 2 7
British Columbia 1341 220 0 1 1562 1 6 0 5 12 1342 226 0 6 1574 53 45 214 3 315 327512 894 2773 0 331179 1889
Brown 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1112 0 0 0 1112 0 1112
California, Berkeley 3227959 12413 0 0 3240372 4736 469 5205 3232695 12882 0 0 3245577 0 3527525 893 0 0 3528418 3245577
California, Irvine 22052 4257 283 0 26592 4298 117 8 4423 26350 4374 291 0 31015 0 0 31015
California, San Diego 51821 1482 2 1646 54951 -4304 -112 13 7394 2991 47517 1370 15 9040 57942 100 9 2 1465 1576 2596013 895 4124 0 2601032 59518
Claremont Colleges 0 0 0 496 496 0 0 0 0 496 496 0 0 0 4336 0 4336 496
Columbia, Starr East Asian 2565619 1291 851 7253 2575014 59889 2013 0 6 61908 2625508 3304 851 7259 2636922 919 0 0 0 919 4903 1032 15557 0 21492 2637841
Duke 332 6 283 7638 8259 60 81 141 332 6 343 7719 8400 0 0 0 0 0 4441 897 11231 1911 18480 8400
Emory University 3740 17 32 0 3789 -84 17 64 0 -3 3656 34 96 0 3786 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3786
Georgetown 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 120 120 0 0 0 120 120 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 120
Harvard-Yenching Library 661828 0 17262 0 679090 3267 179 3446 665095 0 17441 0 682536 0 0 682536
Hawaii 946 77 5141 0 6164 0 946 77 5141 0 6164 0 2199 893 3879 0 6971 6164
Indiana 0 0 0 40 40 200 52 1450 1702 200 52 0 1490 1742 0 5202342 913 11171 0 5214426 1742
Kansas 6397 0 0 30 6427 134 22 156 6531 0 0 52 6583 0 30508 893 11171 1 42573 6583
Maryland 0 0 2 1 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3
Michigan 6234 1634 0 0 7868 0 6234 1634 0 0 7868 3729 3348 42 7119 7715822 1378 11891 1 7729092 14987
Minnesota 33 29 11 10 83 70 -1 1 2078 2148 103 28 12 2088 2231 564 16 1 11556 12137 0 14368
North Carolina 2233 2 6 0 2241 63 1 0 0 64 2296 3 6 0 2305 0 0 0 0 0 0 2305
Northwestern 8640 574 60 6512 15786 20 4 3 0 27 8660 578 63 6512 15813 0 0 0 0 0 4228643 888 8476 0 4238007 15813
Notre Dame 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 105597 913 0 0 106510 1
Ohio State 0 2 0 434 436 61 135 6 267 469 61 137 6 701 905 556 136 6 198 896 61 137 6 0 204 1801
Pennsylvania State 288 0 0 0 288 0 288 0 0 0 288 0 893 893 288
Pittsburgh 5804 181 0 0 5985 0 0 0 0 0 5804 181 0 0 5985 0 0 0 0 0 3192424 893 4637 0 3197954 5985
Princeton 457038 746 1 10 457795 406926 -112 0 1 406815 863964 634 1 11 864610 0 30335 1022 27044 4 58405 864610
Stanford 724447 1 1560 0 726008 33477 0 0 0 33477 757924 1 1560 0 759485 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 759485
Washington 21936 1 273 0 22210 4000 5 4005 25936 6 273 0 26215 0 2595768 895 16494 0 2613157 26215
Washington, St. Louis 0 35 0 0 35 0 0 35 0 0 35 0 1014008 890 2773 0 1017671 35
Wisconsin 6059 203 534 7765 14561 114 105 8 10211 10438 6173 308 542 17976 24999 0 0 0 37 37 0 25036
Yale 18675 2 0 1821 20498 187 187 18862 2 0 1821 20685 0 0 20685
31 Total Records 7878086 537735 8415821 24112 30735302 8439933
California, San Diego (2018 Electronic Books Form): Significant change in number of Purchased Volumes and Purchased Titles: Change due to not having the FY17-18 volume count for e-resource and number being
recalculated based on the titles/volumes cataloged in the system by the end of June 2018.
Wisconsin (2018 Electronic Books Form): Subscription data included in Purchased data
Electronic Books Holdings  of East Asian Materials as of June 30, 2018








CHN JPN KOR N-CJK Total CHN JPN KOR N-CJK Total CHN JPN KOR N-CJK Total CHN JPN KOR N-CJK Total CHN JPN KOR N-CJK Total
Arizona State 1530 0 0 0 1530 3500 0 2000 0 5500 5030 0 2000 0 7030 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7030
Brigham Young 1 1 1 1 4 1 1 1 1 4 2 2 2 2 8 1 1 1 0 3 1 0 1 1 3 11
British Columbia 1341 216 0 0 1557 1 6 0 5 12 1342 222 0 5 1569 53 45 214 3 315 359926 1312 2773 0 364011 1884
Brown 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1445 1445 0 1445
California, Berkeley 3260498 12413 0 0 3272911 37276 599 37875 3297774 13012 0 0 3310786 0 3580784 1295 0 0 3582079 3310786
California, Irvine 22052 4257 283 0 26592 4298 117 8 4423 26350 4374 291 0 31015 0 0 31015
California, San Diego 108088 1719 1075 757 111639 -60571 -349 -1060 8283 -53697 47517 1370 15 9040 57942 100 9 2 1465 1576 2641842 1363 4124 0 2647329 59518
Claremont Colleges 0 0 0 496 496 0 0 0 0 496 496 0 0 0 4336 0 4336 496
Columbia, Starr East Asian 2602172 1816 851 13101 2617940 76029 2082 0 6 78117 2678201 3898 851 13107 2696057 1190 0 0 0 1190 4903 1040 15557 0 21500 2697247
Duke 1062 833 283 9256 11434 60 81 141 1062 833 343 9337 11575 0 0 0 0 0 78620 42051 11231 1915 133817 11575
Emory University 3740 17 32 0 3789 -84 17 64 0 -3 3656 34 96 0 3786 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3786
Georgetown 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 120 120 0 0 0 120 120 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 120
Harvard-Yenching Library 661828 0 17262 0 679090 3267 179 3446 665095 0 17441 0 682536 0 0 682536
Hawaii 946 0 5474 0 6420 0 946 0 5474 0 6420 0 3078 1295 11171 0 15544 6420
Indiana 291 52 0 670 1013 200 52 568 820 491 104 0 1238 1833 0 5243951 1381 11171 0 5256503 1833
Kansas 6480 0 0 35 6515 560 70 630 7040 0 0 105 7145 2 2 63049 1295 3153 5 67502 7147
Maryland 0 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
Michigan 2026 0 0 0 2026 0 2026 0 0 0 2026 3729 3348 42 7119 7799793 1794 11891 5 7813483 9145
Minnesota 33 12267 11 0 12311 70 -12239 1 2088 -10080 103 28 12 2088 2231 564 16 1 11556 12137 0 14368
North Carolina 2244 2 6 0 2252 63 1 0 0 64 2307 3 6 0 2316 0 0 2316
Northwestern 8464 578 58 5730 14830 20 4 3 0 27 8484 582 61 5730 14857 0 0 0 0 0 4391243 1285 8476 0 4401004 14857
Notre Dame 1 0 0 0 1 222407 222407 222408 0 0 0 222408 0 360544 1381 0 0 361925 222408
Ohio State 0 2 0 434 436 61 135 6 267 469 61 137 6 701 905 0 0 0 0 0 446213 0 0 0 446213 905
Pennsylvania State 238 0 0 0 238 0 238 0 0 0 238 1295 1295 0 1533
Pittsburgh 5831 181 0 0 6012 0 0 0 0 0 5831 181 0 0 6012 0 0 0 0 0 3232424 1295 4637 0 3238356 6012
Princeton 457038 746 1 10 457795 406926 -112 0 1 406815 863964 634 1 11 864610 0 0 864610
Stanford 724447 48 1583 0 726078 33477 33477 757924 48 1583 0 759555 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 759555
Washington 57106 122 273 0 57501 4000 6807 10807 61106 6929 273 0 68308 0 2669187 1343 16494 0 2687024 68308
Washington, St. Louis 0 35 0 0 35 0 0 35 0 0 35 0 1046548 1353 2773 0 1050674 35
Wisconsin 21804 744 474 6113 29135 114 105 8 10211 10438 21918 849 482 16324 39573 0 0 0 37 37 0 39610
Yale 15040 2215 0 8011 25266 0 15040 2215 0 8011 25266 0 0 25266
31 Total Records 8074848 751812 8826660 25119 32091303 8851779
Electronic Books Holdings  of East Asian Materials as of June 30, 2018
Institutions





California, San Diego (2018 Electronic Books Form): Significant change in number of Purchased Volumes and Purchased Titles: Change due to not having the FY17-18 volume count for e-resource and number being recalculated based on
the titles/volumes cataloged in the system by the end of June 2018.
Wisconsin (2018 Electronic Books Form): Subscription data included in Purchased data
Purchased
Held June 30, 2017 Added During Year Held June 30, 2018
Appendix 1
Lib. # Library Name Type Region Law Med Position Title Phone E-mail Fax Sys. Vendor
400 Arizona State Public U.S. University Mountain No No Qian Liu Chinese Studies Librarian (480)965-1606 qian.liu.2@asu.edu (480) 965-1043 Innovative
495 Binghamton University, SUNY Public U.S. University New England No No Julie Wang Asian&Asian American Studies Librarian (607) 777-2190 jwang@binghamton.edu (607) 777-4848 EX-LIBRIS-USA
600 Brigham Young Private U.S. University Mountain No No Gail King Curator, Asian Collection (801) 422-4061 gail_king@byu.edu (801) 422-6708 SIRSI
700 British Columbia Canadian University Canada No No Shaun Wang Circulation Supervisor (604) 827-5315 shaun.wang@ubc.ca (604) 822-0605 Endeavor
800 Brown Private U.S. University New England No No Li Wang Curator, East Asian Collection (401) 863-9344 Li_Wang@brown.edu (401) 863-1272 Innovative Interfaces
900 California, Berkeley Public U.S. University Pacific No No Peter Zhou Director (510) 643-6579 pzhou@library.berkeley.edu (510) 642-3817
1050 California, Irvine Public U.S. University Pacific Yes Yes Azadeh Vosoughian
Organizational development, 
Assessment, and Grants Analyst (949) 824-4145 vosougha@uci.edu (949) 824-2472
Millennium. Ex Libries in 
2018
1100 California, Los Angeles Public U.S. University Pacific No Yes Su Chen Head, East Asian Library (310) 825-1401 suchen11@library.ucla.edu (310) 206-4960 Voyager
1200 California, Riverside Public U.S. University Pacific No No Kuei Chiu Collection Strategies for Social Sciences (951)827-3703 kuei.chiu@ucr.edu Innopac
1300 California, San Diego Public U.S. University Pacific No Yes Tomika Houghtby Executive Assistant 858-534-1235 thoughtby@ucsd.edu Innovative
1600 Chicago Private U.S. University East North Central Yes Yes Yuan Zhou Curator (773) 702-8436 yzhou3@uchicago.edu (773) 753-0569 OLE
1743 Claremont Colleges Private U.S. University Pacific No No Xiuying Zou Head, Asian Library (909) 607-4094 xiuying.zou@claremont.edu OCLC
9993 Cleveland Museum of Art U.S. Non-University East North Central No No Heather Saunders Director of Ingalls Library (216) 707-2538 hsaunders@clevelandart.org (216) 421-0921 ExLibris
1800 Colorado, Boulder Public U.S. University Mountain No No Xiang Li Chinese & Asian Studies Librarian (303) 492-7454 xiang.li@colorado.edu Innovative
2000 Columbia, Starr East Asian Private U.S. University Middle Atlantic No No Sarah Elman Head of Technical Services (212) 854-2579 sse2109@columbia.edu (212) 662-6286 Ex-Libris-USA
2200 Cornell Private U.S. University Middle Atlantic No No Liren Zheng Curator (607) 255-5759 lz14@cornell.edu (607) 255-8438 Endeavor
2400 Duke Private U.S. University South Atlantic No No Kristina Troost Head, International Area Studies (919) 660-5844 kktroost@duke.edu (919) 668-3134 EX-LIBRIS
2500 Emory University Private U.S. University South Atlantic No No Lawrence Hamblin Japanese Studies Librarian (404) 727-8026 lawrence.p.hamblin@emory.edu (404) 727-0408 Ex Libris
2800 Georgetown Private U.S. University Middle Atlantic Yes Yes Ding Ye Asian Studies & Linguistics Bibliographer (202) 687-7609 dy33@georgetown.edu (202) 687-7503 Millenium III
3100 Harvard-Yenching Library Private U.S. University New England No No James Cheng Librarian (617) 495-3327 jkcheng@fas.harvard.edu (617) 496-6008 EX-LIBRIS-USA
3200 Hawaii Public U.S. University Pacific No No Dongyun Ni China Studies Librarian (808) 956-2312 dni@hawaii.edu (808) 956-2318 Endeavor
3600 Indiana Public U.S. University East North Central Yes Yes Wen-ling Liu
Librarian for East Asian and Tibetan 
Studies (812) 855-9695 wliu@indiana.edu (812) 855-8068 SIRSI
4100 Kansas Public U.S. University West North Central No No Vickie Doll Chinese & Korean Studies Librarian (785) 864-1617 vdoll@ku.edu (785) 864-3850 EX-LIBRIS-USA
9890 Library of Congress U.S. Non-University Middle Atlantic Yes No Dongfang Shao Chief, Asian Division (202) 707-5919 dshao@loc.gov (202) 707-1724 Endeavor
4700 Maryland Public U.S. University South Atlantic Yes No Jean Wu
East Asia Collection & Gordon W. Prange 
Collection (301) 405-9134 jwu7@umd.edu (301) 405-9191
4500 McGill Canadian University Canada Yes Yes MACY ZHENG East Asian Studies Librarian (514) 398-5550 macy.zheng@mcgill.ca (514) 398-8919
EX-LIBRIS / OCLC 
WorldShare
5100 Michigan Public U.S. University East North Central No No Yunah Sung
Korean Studies Librarian / Head, 
Technical Services (734) 936-2408 yunahs@umich.edu (734) 647-2885 EX-LIBRIS-USA
5300 Minnesota Public U.S. University West North Central No No Yao Chen Librarian for East Asian Studies (612) 624-5863 chen3200@umn.edu (612) 626-9353 Alma
9902 Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art U.S. Non-University West North Central No No Lihui Xiong Asian Language Library Assistant (816) 751-0413 lxiong@nelson-atkins.org (816) 751-0498 Exlibris
5800 North Carolina Public U.S. University South Atlantic No No Hsi-chu Bolick East Asian Bibliographer (919) 962-1278 bolick@email.unc.edu (919) 962-4450 Sierra
5900 Northwestern Private U.S. University East North Central No No Qiana Johnson
Collection and Organizational Data 
Analysis Librarian 847.491.2229 q-johnson@northwestern.edu 847.491.4345 Ex-Libris USA Alma
6000 Notre Dame Private U.S. University East North Central No No Hye-jin Juhn East Asian Studies Librarian (574) 631-6121 hjuhn@nd.edu Ex Libris
6015 Oberlin College Private U.S. University East North Central No No Runxiao Zhu East Asian Studies Librarian (440) 775-5116 runxiao.zhu@oberlin.edu (440) 775-6586 Innovative
6100 Ohio State Public U.S. University East North Central No No Guoqing Li Chinese/Korean Studies Librarian (614) 292-9597 li.272@osu.edu (614) 292-1918 Innovative III
6500 Pennsylvania Private U.S. University Middle Atlantic No No Brian Vivier Chinese Studies Librarian (215) 898-3412 vivier@pobox.upenn.edu (215) 898-0559 Alma
6600 Pennsylvania State Public U.S. University Middle Atlantic Yes Yes Yurong Atwill Asian Studies Librarian (814) 863-0738 yya2@psu.edu SIRSI
6700 Pittsburgh Public U.S. University Middle Atlantic No No Sandi Ward Visiting East Asian Studies Librarian 412-648-7781 yux22@pitt.edu 412-648-7683 Voyager
6800 Princeton Private U.S. University Middle Atlantic No No Martin Heijdra Director (609) 258-3183 mheijdra@princeton.edu (609) 258-4573 Voyager; Blacklight
7500 Southern California Private U.S. University Pacific No No Ken Klein Head, East Asian Library (213) 740-1772 kklein@usc.edu (213) 740-7437
7700 Stanford Private U.S. University Pacific No No Jidong Yang Head (650) 724-7761 jdyang@stanford.edu (650) 724-2028 SIRSI/Dynix
8400 Texas, Austin Public U.S. University West South Central No No Meng-fen Su East Asian Studies Liaison Librarian (512) 495-4323 msu@austin.utexas.edu Sierra
8600 Toronto Canadian University Canada No No Lily Yip Secretary (416) 978-7691 lily.yip@utoronto.ca (416) 978-0863 Sirsi
8900 Virginia Public U.S. University South Atlantic No No Wei Wang Research Librarian for East Asian Studies (434) 243-6253 ww5y@virginia.edu SIRSI
9100 Washington Public U.S. University Pacific No No Zhijia Shen Director, East Asia Library (206) 543-5635 zhijia@u.washington.edu (206) 221-5298 Ex Libris
9300 Washington, St. Louis Private U.S. University West North Central No No Joan Wang East Asian/Chinese Studies Librarian (314) 935-4816 joan.wang@wustl.edu (314) 935-4045 Ex-Libris-USA, Innovative
9600 Wisconsin Public U.S. University East North Central No No Dianna Xu East Asian Studies Librarian (608) 262-1645 dxu@library.wisc.edu (608) 262-4861 Endeavor
9700 Yale Private U.S. University New England No No Michael Meng Librarian for Chinese Studies (203) 432-4438 michael.meng@yale.edu (203) 432-8527 Endeavor




Library Name Fiscal Support Monographic Other Holdings
Personnel 




Holdings Electronic Electronic Books
Arizona State Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Binghamton University, SUNY Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Brigham Young Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
British Columbia Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Brown Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
California, Berkeley Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
California, Irvine - Yes Yes Yes - Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
California, Los Angeles Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
California, Riverside Yes Yes Yes Yes - Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
California, San Diego Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Chicago Yes Yes Yes Yes - Yes Yes Yes Yes -
Claremont Colleges Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Cleveland Museum of Art Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Colorado, Boulder - Yes - Yes - Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Columbia, Starr East Asian Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Cornell Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Duke Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Emory University Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Georgetown Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Harvard-Yenching Library Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Hawaii Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Indiana Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Kansas Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Library of Congress Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Maryland Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
McGill Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Michigan Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Minnesota Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
North Carolina Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Northwestern Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Notre Dame Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Oberlin College Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Ohio State Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Pennsylvania Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Pennsylvania State Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Pittsburgh Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Princeton Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Southern California - Yes Yes Yes - - Yes Yes - Yes
Stanford Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Texas, Austin Yes Yes Yes Yes - Yes Yes Yes - -
Toronto Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Virginia Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes - Yes
Washington Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Washington, St. Louis Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Wisconsin Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Yale Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
47 Total Records
CEAL Statistics Table Completion, 2018
Appendix 3
Lists of Selected Full-text Databases 
by Subscription in East Asian Studies 2018
Compiled and edited by 
Vickie Fu Doll, University of Kansas 
Wen-ling Liu, Indiana University
 Fabiano Rocha, University of Toronto 
English CJK Romanized Subtitle/Module Language(s) Sub-series Publisher Description &amp; source Notes Titles Volumes Chapters
(Airusheng) Chinese Local Gazetteer Database 中国方志库 Zhongguo fang zhi ku 历代省通志及府州县厅志2000种 Chinese 初集 Series 1 Erudition Digital Technology 
Research Center
This database, when finished, will include more than 10,000 
pre-modern Chinese local gazetteers, so it is not only 
gazetteers of jurisdictions, but also gazetteers of temples, 
mountains etc.  Series I contains 2,000 titles of rare and 
special edition local gazetteers mostly printed in Ming and 
the Republican Period, roughly from the 15th century up to 
1949.http://er07.com/home/pro_87.html
Includes a collection of 2,000 Chinese 
local gazetteers published from Song 
Dynasty to the Republic Era.
2000 2000




Academia Sinica Scripta Sinica database 中央研究院漢籍電子文獻資料庫 Han ji dian zi wen xian zi liao ku Chinese Academia Sinica (Taiwan) http://hanchi.ihp.sinica.edu 1044 1044
Airiti e-books (iRead eBook)
華藝電子書（華藝電子書服務平台
)
Huayi dian zi shu Chinese Airiti Inc.
http://www.airitibooks.com/
1664 1664
Apabi E-books - History, Geography History, Geography Chinese Apabi 16281 16281
Apabi E-books - Language, Linguistics Language, Linguistics Chinese Apabi 19187 19187
Apabi E-books - Philosophy and Religion Philosophy and Religion Chinese Apabi 9363 9363
Apabi E-books - Politics, Law Politics, Law Chinese Apabi 22930 22930
Apabi E-books - Reference Reference Chinese Apabi 2571 2571
Apabi E-books - Social Sciences Social Sciences Chinese Apabi 7652 7652
Apabi E-books -Culture, Science, Education, Sport Culture, Science, Education, Sport Chinese Apabi 64961 64961
Archives of the Chinese Government 中国政府资料库 Zhongguo zheng fu zi liao ku Chinese Oriprobe Information Services,Inc
This database includes archives and publications of the 




BookRail 누리미디어 북레일 Nurimidiŏ pukreil Korean Nurimedia
http://www.bookrail.co.kr/ [Columbia purchased 73 ebooks. Notes 
from 2017 survey] 0 0
CDMD. China Doctoral Dissertations/Masters' Theses Full-text 
Database
中国博硕士论文全文数据库 Zhongguo bo shuo shi lun wen quan wen zi liao ku Series F - Literature/History/Philosophy Chinese 6 CNKI
http://eng.oversea.cnki.net/kns55/ 2018-10-03
410213 410213
CDMD. China Doctoral Dissertations/Masters' Theses Full-text 
Database
中国博硕士论文全文数据库 Zhongguo bo shuo shi lun wen quan wen zi liao ku Series A - Physics/Astronomy/Mathematics Chinese 1 CNKI
The most comprehensive and practical Doctoral 
dissertations and Masters' theses full-text database in China, 
the product comprises 10 
series.http://eng.oversea.cnki.net/kns55/ 2018-10-03
301069 301069
CDMD. China Doctoral Dissertations/Masters' Theses Full-text 
Database
中国博硕士论文全文数据库 Zhongguo bo shuo shi lun wen quan wen zi liao ku Series B - Chemistry/Metallurgy Chinese 2 CNKI
http://eng.oversea.cnki.net/kns55/ 2018-10-03
523958 523958
CDMD. China Doctoral Dissertations/Masters' Theses Full-text 
Database





CDMD. China Doctoral Dissertations/Masters' Theses Full-text 
Database
中国博硕士论文全文数据库 Zhongguo bo shuo shi lun wen quan wen zi liao ku Series D - Agriculture Chinese 4 CNKI
http://eng.oversea.cnki.net/kns55/ 2018-10-03
195111 195111
CDMD. China Doctoral Dissertations/Masters' Theses Full-text 
Database
中国博硕士论文全文数据库 Zhongguo bo shuo shi lun wen quan wen zi liao ku Series E - Medicine/Health Chinese 5 CNKI
http://eng.oversea.cnki.net/kns55/ 2018-10-03
514435 514435
CDMD. China Doctoral Dissertations/Masters' Theses Full-text 
Database
中国博硕士论文全文数据库 Zhongguo bo shuo shi lun wen quan wen zi liao ku Series G - Politics/Military affairs/Law Chinese 7 CNKI
http://eng.oversea.cnki.net/kns55/ 2018-10-03
301385 301385
CDMD. China Doctoral Dissertations/Masters' Theses Full-text 
Database
中国博硕士论文全文数据库 Zhongguo bo shuo shi lun wen quan wen zi liao ku Series H - Education/Social Sciences Chinese 8 CNKI
http://eng.oversea.cnki.net/kns55/ 2018-10-03
294950 294950
CDMD. China Doctoral Dissertations/Masters' Theses Full-text 
Database
中国博硕士论文全文数据库 Zhongguo bo shuo shi lun wen quan wen zi liao ku Series I - Electronics/Information Sciences Chinese 9 CNKI
http://eng.oversea.cnki.net/kns55/ 2018-10-03
643137 643137
CDMD. China Doctoral Dissertations/Masters' Theses Full-text 
Database
中国博硕士论文全文数据库 Zhongguo bo shuo shi lun wen quan wen zi liao ku Series J - Economics/Management Chinese 10 CNKI
http://eng.oversea.cnki.net/kns55/ 2018-10-03
622258 622258
CHANT (CHinese ANcient Texts) 漢達文庫 Han da wen ku Chinese Chinese University of Hong Kong
A browsable and searchable database that provides full-text 
access to Chinese classical works and excavated ancient 
documents.chant@cuhk.edu.hk
1). New Jiaguwen: 9;  2). Jinwen: 1; 3). Jianbo1: 
7; 4). Jianbo2: 5; 5). Pre-Han and Han: 101; 6). 
Six Dynasties: 921; 7. Leishu: 49.  Please add 
your own series total count. If subscribed the 
entire database, the total counts is provided.
1093 1093
China Digital Library 中华数字书苑. 图片库 Zhonghua shu zi shu yuan. Tu pian ku Fine arts Chinese ART Beijing Fang Zheng Apabi http://www.apabi.com/uc/ UC 10000 10000
China Digital Library 中华数字书苑. 工具书库 Zhonghua shu zi shu yuan. Gong ju shu ku Reference Database Chinese Beijing Fang Zheng Apabi http://www.apabi.com/uc/ UC 1923 2604
China Digital Library 中华数字书苑. 电子書 Zhonghua shu zi shu yuan. Dian zi shu E-books Chinese All subjects Beijing Fang Zheng Apabi
Collection of Chinese e-content including the majority of 
books published since the founding of the People's Republic 
of China, newspapers from China, yearbooks, reference 
books, pictures and more.http://www.apabi.com/uc/
UC
22000000 22000000
China Statistical Yearbooks Database 中国经济社会发展统计数据库 Zhongguo jing ji she hui fa zhan tong ji shu ju ku Chinese CNKI
CSYD is a database of statistical data in China, which collects 
all important statistical yearbooks published by China 
presses, covering various kinds of census and survey 
data.http://eng.oversea.cnki.net/kns55/ 2018-10-03
1045 8475
Chinamaxx Digitl Library E-Books 超星电子书全库 Chaoxing dian zi shu shu quan ku Chinese All subjects Superstar Information Technology 
Co., Ltd.
Chinamaxx, Superstar Digital Library, is a large e-Book 
Database with 780,000 vols. of Chinese monographs, 
including some statistical 
yearbooks.http://www.chinamaxx.net/ 704651 704651
CMSD.  China Monographic Series Full-text Database 中国学术辑刊全文数据库 Zhongguo xue shu ji kan quan wen shu ju ku Chinese CNKI
China Monographic Series is a complete set of proceedings 
published irregularly by academic institutions. CMSD is the 
sole academic monographic series full-text database in 
China. It has collected 722 titles and 251379 full-text articles 
by now.http://eng.oversea.cnki.net/kns55/ 2018-10-03
776 650
Collection of Korean Anthologies 韓國歷代文集叢書 Han'guk yŏktae munjip ch'ongsŏ Korean Media Korean Studies 3500 authors from 7th century to 
1945http://db.mkstudy.com/en/​ 3000 3000
Collection of Korean Geography, Customs and History
韓國地理風俗誌  한국학종합DB - 
미디어한국학
Han'guk chiri p'ungsokchi Japanese Media Korean Studies
In 400 vols. include geographic, customary, cultural and 





Complete Library in Four Branches of Literature 文淵閣四庫全書 Wen yuan ge Si ku quan shu Chinese Digital Heritage Publishing 
Limited, Hong Kong
The huge collection was compiled during the years 1773-
1782 by edict from Emperor Qianlong. It includes 3,460 
works, and more than 36,000 volumes.
Multiple vendors
3460 36000
CRWO. China Reference Works Online 知网工具书库 Zhi wang gong ju shu ku Chinese China Academic Journals 
Electronic Publishing House
CRWO is a digitalized integration from traditional reference 
works, including 10 series and 168 
subjects.http://gongjushu.oversea.cnki.net/chn/default.aspx
3000 9466
Da Ming shi lu (Veritable records of the Ming dynasty) 大明實錄 (明實錄) Da Ming shi lu Chinese Beijing shu tong wen shu zi hua ji 
shu you xian gong si.
http://guji.unihan.com.cn/trials
69 69
East Asian Studies E-Book Database by Subscription, 2018
English CJK Romanized Subtitle/Module Language(s) Sub-series Publisher Description &amp; source Notes Titles Volumes Chapters
East Asian Studies E-Book Database by Subscription, 2018
Database of Ancient Chinese Medical Texts 国医典藏中医古籍库 Guo yi dian cang zhong yi gu ji ku Chinese Series I
Institute of Information on 




Developed by the Institute of Information on Traditional 
Chinese Medicine, this database http://www.gydc.ac.cn:81/ 
contains rare medical texts published from the Pre-Qin 
dynasty (roughly around the 3rd century B.C.) to the 
Republican period of the early 20th century.
The vendor is China Educational 




Database of Chinese Classic Ancient Books 中國基本古籍庫 Zhongguo ji ben gu ji ku Chinese Erudition's 
database




Database of Chinese Popular Literature 中国俗文库 Zhongguo su wen ku 初集 小說和話本 Chinese 1 Airusheng http://er07.com/home/pro_12.html 2000 2000
Database of Chinese Popular Literature 中国俗文库 Zhongguo su wen ku 二集 戲文和鼓詞 Chinese 2 Airusheng http://er07.com/home/pro_12.html 2000 2000
Database of Chinese Popular Literature 中国俗文库 Zhongguo su wen ku 三集 俗講和寶卷 Chinese 3 Airusheng http://er07.com/home/pro_12.html 2000 2000
Diao long
雕龍: 08-10  四库全书 
，续修四库全书，全四库系列
Diao long: 08-10 Si ku quan shu, Xu xiu Si ku quan shu, 
Quan Si ku xi lie
Chinese
China Educational Publications 
Import & Export Corporation Ltd.
Diao long 8-10 Si ku quan shu, Xu xiu Si ku quan shu, Quan Si 
ku xi lie.  gao_jie@cepiec.com.cn 2018/08
5379 5379
Diao long: 01-06
雕龍: 01-06  正統道藏, 道藏輯要; 
永樂大典; 四部叢刊, 四部備要; 
清代史料; 古今圖書集成; 
日本古典書籍
Chinese WeDiscovery Technology Inc.
Diao long 1-6 (1)Zheng tong dao zang, Dao zang ji yao (2) 
Yong le da dian (3) Si bu cong kan, Xu si bu cong kan (Si bu 
bei yao) (4) Qing Dynasty archives (5) Gu jin tu shu ji cheng 




雕龍: 01-07 正统道藏, 道藏輯要; 
永乐大典; 四部丛刊, 
续四部丛刊(四部备要); 清代史料; 
古今图书集成 ; 日本古典书籍; 
敦煌史料
Diao long: 01-07 Chinese
China Educational Publications 
Import & Export Corporation Ltd.
Diao long 1-7 (1)Zheng tong dao zang, Dao zang ji yao (2) 
Yong le da dian (3) Si bu cong kan, Xu si bu cong kan (Si bu 
bei yao) (4) Qing Dynasty archives (5) Gu jin tu shu ji cheng 
(6) Japanese ancient books (7) Dunhuang archives
17129 17129
Diao long: 07 Dunhuang shi liao 雕龍：07 敦煌史料 Chinese WeDiscovery Technology Inc. Diao long: (7) Dunhuang archivesWeDiscovery-Jeffery 




Chinese WeDiscovery Technology Inc.
Diao long 8-9 (8) Si ku quan shu (9) Xu xiu si ku quan 
shuDiao long Jeffery Warren Reynolds 9/14/2018 8982 195745
Diao long: 11-13
雕龍: 11-13 中国地方志一集,  
中国地方志续集, 六府文藏
Chinese
China Educational Publications 
Import & Export Corporation Ltd.
Diao long 11-13 (11)China local gazetteers (12)China local 
gazetteers～ sequel (13)Liu fu wen zang. CIPIEC 2018-08
9001 9001
Diao long: 12 雕龍: 12 六府文藏 Chinese WeDiscovery Technology Inc. Diao long (12) Liu fu wen zangDiao long Jeffery Warren 
Reynolds 9/14/2018 7717 149576
Diao long: 14-16




China Educational Publications 
Import & Export Corporation Ltd.
Diao long 14-16 (14)diao long zhuan ji ku: bie ji lei (15)diao 
long zhuan ji ku: yi jia lei (16)diao long zhuan ji ku: jin shi lei. 
CEPIEC
1500 1500
Diao long: Zhong Ri gu ji quan wen zi liao ku 雕龍 : 中日古籍全文资料庫 Diao long： Zhong Ri gu ji quan wen zi liao ku Chinese Tudor Tech Systems Co.
Large database collection, with 14 sub-databases, which 





雕龍: 10-11 中国地方志; 
中国l地方志續 Chinese WeDiscovery Technology Inc.
Diao long 10-11 (10) China local gazetteers (11) China local 
gazetteers～ sequelWeDiscovery Jeffery Warren Reynolds 
9/14/2018 4127 90186
EB-PISHU: China Economy, Public Policy, Security Database 皮书 East View Pi shu all subjects Chinese EastView
http://www.eastview.com/Files/EVPishu.pdf  (Catherine 
Jansen, <Catherine.Jansen@eastview.com> 2018-09-28)
adding about 400 vols per year
681 2320





Essentials of Koryo History 고려사절요 高麗史節要 Koryŏsa chŏryo. Korean Media Korean Studies http://db.itkc.or.kr/inLink?dataId=ITKC_BT_1294Ahttp://db.it
kc.or.kr/inLink?dataId=ITKC_BT_1294A 35 35
ETDS. Electronic Theses and Dissertations Service 電子學位論文服務 Dian zi xue wei lun wen fu wu Chinese Airiti Inc.
The ETDS provides a free-of-charge platform for any 
graduate student of a participating university to submit an 
approved Master's thesis or doctoral dissertation for storage 
and retrieval.http://www.airiti.com/en/page_etds.html
3343800 3343800




Gu jin tu shu ji cheng 古今圖書集成 Gu jin tu shu ji cheng Chinese
Taiwan lian he bai ke dian zi chu 
ban you xian gong si
The largest encyclopedia of premodern China, which was 
compiled on imperial order of the Kangxi Emperor (r. 1661-
1722) between the years 1701 and 1706 under the 




Guo xue bao dian 国学宝典 Guo xue bao dian Chinese Beijing guo xue shi dai wen hua 
chuan bo you xian gong si,
Searchable full text of a wide range of Chinese texts, as well 
as classical, biographical and literary dictionaries and a 
special module on Tang and Song 
poetry.http://www.gxbd.com/ 4903 4903




JapanKnowledge tsuika kontentsu : Sekai daihyakka 
jiten Japanese Heibonsha / NetAdvance
Additional content to JapanKnowledge ; The new 
Heibonsha’s World Encyclopedia, completely revised for the 
first time in 20 years in September 2007, features about 





JapanKnowledge tsuika kontentsu : Kokushi daijiten Japanese Yoshikawa Kobunkan / NetAdvance
Additional content to JapanKnowledge Lib ; This is a 
digitized version of all 15 volumes (17 books) of one of the 






JapanKnowledge tsuika kontentsu : Shinpan Kadokawa 
Nihon chimei daijiten
Japanese Kadokawa Shoten / NetAdvance
Additional content to JapanKnowledge Lib ; The Kadokawa 
Great Dictionary of Japanese Place Names (51 volumes) is 
outstanding in the history of Japanese dictionaries and the 
remarkable achievement of a huge editorial committee 
consisting of researchers in place names, geography and 







JapanKnowledge tsuika kontentsu : Shinpen Kokka 
taikan
Japanese Kadokawa Shoten / NetAdvance
Additional content to JapanKnowledge Lib ; A basic source 
for Japanese literature research, this comprehensive digital 




English CJK Romanized Subtitle/Module Language(s) Sub-series Publisher Description &amp; source Notes Titles Volumes Chapters




JapanKnowledge tsuika kontentsu : Nihon rekishi 
chimei taikei
Japanese Heibonsha / NetAdvance
Additional content to JapanKnowledge Lib ; This is a fully 
digital version of a historical place name dictionary, 
categorizing 150,000 entries which encompass all of the 
prefectures of Japan plus Kyoto City, edited to reflect recent 
changes such as municipal mergers and changes in place 
names. It also contains some archeological 500 notes 







JapanKnowledge tsuika kontentsu : Kadokawa kogo 
daijiten
Japanese Kadokawa Shoten / NetAdvance
Additional content to JapanKnowledge Lib ;  This is the 
digital version of the epoch-making Kadokawa Kogo Daijiten 




JapanKnowledge Lib (Basic Package) ジャパンナレッジLib JapanKnowledge Lib Japanese NetAdvance
JapanKnowledge Lib is an online web archive that boasts the 
largest corpus of encyclopedia, dictionaries, reference 
compilations, and periodical resources (approximately 50 
different sources) in Japan. -- JapanKnowledge 
websitehttp://japanknowledge.com/en/contents/index.html
893 1295
Kenkyusha Online Dictionary (Add-on titles)
研究社オンラインディクショナリ
ー (Add-on titles)
Kenkyusha Onrain Dikushonari (Add-on titles) Japanese Kenkyusha
ADD-ON TITLES: Readers + 3.0 (goyaku), Shin Wa-Ei Daijiten, 
Oxford Advanced Learner's Dicitonary (Ei-Ei), Ra-Wa Jiten, Ei-
Bei Horitsugo Jiten, Shin Katorikku 
Daijitenhttp://kod.kenkyusha.co.jp/service/
Add to Basic package the number of 
selected add-on titles (KOD Basic package 
(18) + 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6) = (19, 20, 21, 22 
,23 or 24).
6 6
Kenkyusha Online Dictionary (Basic package)
研究社オンラインディクショナリ
ー (Basic package)
Kenkyusha Onrain Dikushonari (Basic package) Japanese Kenkyusha
Kenkyusha Online Dictionary allows a cross-search among 18 
Japanese-English/English-Japanese dictionaries and 
encyclopedias published by Kenkyusha and 
Sanseido.http://kod.kenkyusha.co.jp/service/
Includes Shin Ei-Wa daijiten, Shin Wa-Ei 
daijiten, Shin Ei-Wa chūjiten, Shin Wa-Ei 
chūjiten, Sūpā daijirin, Katakana de hiku 
superingu jiten, Rīdāzu puradu, Ruminasu 
Ei-Wa jiten, Ruminasu Wa-Ei jiten, Wa-Ei 
konpyūta yōgo daijiten, Rikagaku Ei-Wa 
jiten, Igaku Ei-Wajiten, Kenkyūsha bijinesu 
Ei-Wa jiten, Shinpen Ei-Wa katsuyō 
daijiten, Kenkyūsha Nihongo hyōgen 
katsuyō jiten, Ruigigo tsukaiwake jiten, 
Sōgō bijinesu Eigo bunrei jiten, and  Shin 
Ei-Wa - Wa-Ei chūjiten
18 18
KoreaA2Z 동방미디어 코리아 A to Z Korean Dongbang Media Co. Ltd.
http://www.koreaa2z.com/ Included also in EKS (E Korean Studies) by 
vendor Panmun 285 285
Korean History & Culture Research Database
한국 역사·문화 조사자료 
데이터베이스
Han'guk yŏksa munhwa chosa charyo teit'ŏbeisŭ Korean Zininzin
http://www.excavation.co.kr/
4352 4352
KRpia 지식레퍼런스 서비스 Krpia Korean Nurimedia
http://www.krpia.co.kr/ Included also in EKS (E Korean Studies) 
package by vendor Panmun
1412 1412
KSI E-Book 한국학술정보 단행본 및 e-book Books I&I Korean Korean Studies Information
http://ebook.kstudy.com ; Export KISS 
<ksiexport@gmail.com> 2018/08/23 email reply
The total amount of e-books were the 
books in http://ebook.kstudy.com/ . 
Included also in EKS (E Korean Studies) 
package by vendor Panmun,
9379 9379
LAWnB 로앤비 법률 정보 LAWnB Korean Lawnb
http://academy.lawnb.com/doc/info_ebook_main.asp Vendor: Panmun Co., Ltd. (A of the books 
are dup. with the Books I&I (KSI e-books))
1066 1066
National Palace Museum Database of Ch'ing Palace Memorials 
and Grand Council Archives
清代宮中檔奏摺及軍機處檔摺件 Qing dai gong zhong dang zou zhe ji jun ji chu dang zhe jian Chinese
National Palace Museum (Taipei, 
Taiwan)
This database provides metadata searching, and contains 
full-text and full images reproductions of archival materials 
from the Qing Palace and its Grand Council held in the 
National Palace Museum, 
Taipei.http://www.npm.gov.tw/gct.htm 0 0
Series database of Sikuquanshu 四库系列数据库 Si ku xi lie shu ju ku 四库著录书 (Si ku zhu lu shu) Chinese I
Erudition Digital Technology 
Research Center
Series database of Sikuquanshu 
Ihttp://er07.com/home/pro_4.html
年费版, 付费使用权 (Install Service 
Edition) by annual subscription. Titles 
here are NOT perpetual purchase 
(永久使用权). Count in "Purchase" if you 
have perpetual access.
3460 3460
Series database of Sikuquanshu 四库系列数据库 - 四庫存目書 Si ku xi lie shu ju ku 四库存目书 Chinese Series database of 
Sikuquanshu II
Erudition Digital Technology 
Research Center








Si bu cong kan 四部丛刊 （四部叢刊) Si bu cong kan Chinese
Beijing shu tong wen shu zi hua ji 
shu you xian gong si.
An electronic version of print Si bu cong kan, including 
searchable full texts and scanned images of 504 works in 
3,134 volumes in the four branches of Chinese knowledge 
traditionally classified。http://guji.unihan.com.cn/trials
504 3134
Sixth National Population Census of China Database 第六次人口普查数据库 Di liu ci ren kou pu cha shu ju ku Chinese
Zhongguo xue shu qi kan (guang 
pan ban) dian zi za zhi she
Official data released by the Statistics Bureau of China 
following the sixth decennial census in 2010, including 
population data for the whole country, 31 provinces and 





Wanfang Data - Dissertations of China 万方数据 : 学位论文 Wanfang shu ju : Xue wei lun wen Chinese Wanfang http://eng.oversea.cnki.net/kns55/ 2018-10-03 2484109 2484109
Wanfang Data - Local Gazetteers 万方数据 - 新方志 Wanfang shu ju : Xin fang zhi Chinese Wanfang http://new.wanfangdata.com.cn/index.html 0 40000
Wanfang Data Old Local Gazetteers (-1949) 万方数据 旧方志 Wan fang shu ju jiu fang zhi Chinese Wanfang http://new.wanfangdata.com.cn/index.html 0 80000
English CJK Romanized Subtitle/Module Language(s) Sub-series Publisher Description &amp; source Notes Titles Volumes Chapters
East Asian Studies E-Book Database by Subscription, 2018
Yŏnhaengnok Collection (2016 6-ch'a kaejŏng chŭngbop'an)
연행록총간 (2016년 6차 
개정증보판)   燕行錄叢刊增補版
Yŏnhaengnok chʻonggan chŭngbop'an Korean Nurimedia
Yŏnhaengnok is an extensive collection of travelogues 
recorded by Korean government delegations who traveled 
to China during the Koryŏ and Chosŏn dynasties from the 
12th century to the 19th century.http://www.krpia.co.kr
This collection acts as a milestone by 
documenting diplomatic relations 
between Korea and China as well as by 
being a sizable record of cultural 
interactions, covering politics, economics, 
society, and scholarship.
380 380
Zhongguo li dai shi ke shi liao hui bian 中國歷代石刻史料匯编 Zhongguo li dai shi ke shi liao hui bian Chinese Shu tong wen gu ji 
shu ju ku
Beijing shu tong wen shu zi hua ji 
shu you xian gong si.
The database is a collection of images and texts of stone 
inscriptions of the last two-thousand years in China. 
https://www.unihan.com.cn/books/jinshi/ldsk
1 16
Zhongguo shu zi fang zhi ku 中国数字方志库 Zhongguo shu zi fang zhi ku Chinese Beijing ji gu xuan tu shu shu zi zhi 
shu you xian gong si
http://f.wenjinguan.com/
11000 150000
Zhonghua Ancient Books Database 中华经典古籍库 Zhonghua jing dian gu ji ku Chinese Zhonghua shu ju
The database at present contains more than 630 titles (400 
million characters) of standardized Chinese classics that 
were proofread, collated, and published by Zhonghua shu ju.  
 The collection will continue to grow and will include edited 
standard classics from other publishers. 
http://www.gujilianhe.com.cn
1274 1274





 Ajia yugaku アジア遊学 Maruzen C 0 0
AcademicFocus CNKI E 313 1
Airiti Chinese Electronic 
Proceedings Services
華藝中文會議論文資料庫 Hua yi Zhong wen hui yi lun wen zi 
liao ku
Airiti C Airiti (Hua yi shu wei gu fen you xian gong si) 0 1 http://www.airitilibrary.com/
Ajia yugaku アジア遊学 Maruzen J Maruzen 0 1
Apabi China Digital Library Digital 
newspapers
阿帕比数字报纸 Apabi shu zi bao zhi Apabi C Apabi 26 1 http://www.apabi.com/uc/
APABI. Apabi Newspapers (China 
digital library : Newspapers)
中华数字书苑. 数字报纸 Zhonghua shu zi shu yuan. Shu zi 
bao zhi
East View Publications C Beijing fang zheng Apabi ji shu you xian gong 
si
Newspapers available include the following: Renmin 
ribao (2009-), Guangming ribao (2013-), Huanqiu ribao 
(1993-), Wenhuibao (2012-), Jiefangjun bao (2009-), 
Zhongguo wenhuabao (2008-), Zhongguo jingji shibao 
(2012-), plus 19 others.
436 1
Asahi Shinbun Digital 朝日新聞デジタル Asahi Shinbun Dejitaru Multiple vendors J Asahi Shinbunsha A newspaper database for Asahi shinbun; searchable 
contents for the past one year; subscription required for 
unlimited search and access to articles.
1 1
Biography Literature  (1962-2017) 傳記文學全文資料庫 Zhuan ji wen xue quan wen zi liao ku United Digital Publications Co. 
(Taipei)
C United Digital Publications Co. (Taipei) 1 1 http://db1.udpweb.com.tw/biography/; 
http://udpweb.squarespace.com/biography
Book plus Kinokuniya J Kinokuniya 0 1
CAJ. China Academic Journals Full-
Text Database
中国期刊全文数据库 Zhongguo qi kan quan wen shu ju ku Mathematics/ Physics/ Mechanics/ 
Astronomy
A East View Publications (USA 
distributor)
C China Academic Journal (CD) Electronic 
Journals Publishing House Co., Ltd.
Full-text database of Chinese academic journals 
published in China.
CAJ is a comprehensive, full-text database of 
Chinese academic journals
776 1 http://eng.oversea.cnki.net/kns55/ 2018-10-09
CAJ. China Academic Journals Full-
Text Database
中国期刊全文数据库 Zhongguo qi kan quan wen shu ju ku Chemistry/ Metallurgy/ 
Environment/ Mine Industry
B East View Publications C China Academic Journal (CD) Electronic 
Journals Publishing House Co., Ltd.
Full-text database of Chinese academic journals 
published in China.
CAJ is a comprehensive full-text Chinese 
academic journal database
996 1 http://oversea.cnki.net/kns55/oldnavi/n_Navi.aspx
?NaviID=48&Flg=local  EAST VIEW INFORMATION 
SERVICES, INC. 2018-10-09
CAJ. China Academic Journals Full-
Text Database
中国期刊全文数据库 Zhongguo qi kan quan wen shu ju ku 	Architecture/ Energy/ 
Traffic/ Electromechanics, etc	
C East View Publications (USA 
distributor)
C China Academic Journal (CD) Electronic 
Journals Publishing House Co., Ltd.
1235 1 http://eng.oversea.cnki.net/kns55/ 2018-10-09
CAJ. China Academic Journals Full-
Text Database
中国期刊全文数据库 Zhongguo qi kan quan wen shu ju ku Agriculture D East View Publications (USA 
distributor)
C China Academic Journal (CD) Electronic 
Journals Publishing House Co., Ltd.
692 1 http://oversea.cnki.net/kns55/oldnavi/n_Navi.aspx
?NaviID=48&Flg=local 2018-10-09
CAJ. China Academic Journals Full-
Text Database
中国期刊全文数据库 Zhongguo qi kan quan wen shu ju ku Medicine &amp; Public Health E East View Publications (USA 
distributor)
C China Academic Journal (CD) Electronic 
Journals Publishing House Co., Ltd.
1291 1 http://eng.oversea.cnki.net/kns55/ 2018-10-09
CAJ. China Academic Journals Full-
Text Database
中国期刊全文数据库 Zhongguo qi kan quan wen shu ju ku Literature/History/Philosophy F East View Publications (USA 
distributor)
C China Academic Journal (CD) Electronic 
Journals Publishing House Co., Ltd.
Full-text database of Chinese academic journals 
published in China.
952 1 http://eng.oversea.cnki.net/kns55/ 2018-10-09
CAJ. China Academic Journals Full-
Text Database
中国期刊全文数据库 Zhongguo qi kan quan wen shu ju ku Politics/Military Affairs/Law G East View Publications (USA 
distributor)
C China Academic Journal (CD) Electronic 
Journals Publishing House Co., Ltd.
752 1 http://eng.oversea.cnki.net/kns55/ 2018-10-09
CAJ. China Academic Journals Full-
Text Database
中国期刊全文数据库 Zhongguo qi kan quan wen shu ju ku Education &amp;&nbsp;Social 
Sciences
H East View Publications (USA 
distributor)
C Tsinghua University China Academic Journals 
Electronic Publishing House
2113 1 http://eng.oversea.cnki.net/kns55/ 2018-10-09
CAJ. China Academic Journals Full-
Text Database
中国期刊全文数据库 Zhongguo qi kan quan wen shu ju ku Electronic Technology &amp; 
Information Science
I East View Publications (USA 
distributor)
C China Academic Journal (CD) Electronic 
Journals Publishing House Co., Ltd.
559 1 http://eng.oversea.cnki.net/kns55/ 2018-10-09
CAJ. China Academic Journals Full-
Text Database
中国期刊全文数据库 Zhongguo qi kan quan wen shu ju ku Economy &amp; Management J East View Publications C China Academic Journal (CD) Electronic 
Journals Publishing House Co., Ltd.
1066 1 http://eng.oversea.cnki.net/kns55/ 2018-10-09
CCND. China Core Newspapers Full-
text Database, 2000-
中国重要报纸全文数据库 Zhongguo zhong yao bao zhi quan 








East View Publications (USA 
distributor)
C China Academic Journal (CD) Electronic 
Journals Publishing House Co., Ltd.
It collects academic and informative documents from 
631 core newspapers in China since 2000 at national, 
regional, and local levels.
Check this item if you have any subject of 
this CCND for newspaper title counts: 635.  
You can choose other subject title under 
CCND but the titles in subject category will 
not be counted as they are all 623.
633 4 http://eng.oversea.cnki.net/kns55/ 2018-10-09
Central Daily News (1928-2006) 中央日報全報影像 (1928-2006) Zhong yang ri bao quan bao ying 
xiang (1928-2006)
TBMC (Transmission Books & 
Microinfo Company)
C Transmission Books & Microinfo Company 
(TBMC)
1 1 http://www.tbmc.com.tw/en-us/product/27
China Data Online 中国数据在线 Zhongguo shu ju zai xian China Data Center, University of 
Michgan
C China Data Center, University of Michigan Broad online database focusing on economic statistics 
of China, arranged by regions and categories.
234 1 http://chinadataonline.org/member/yearbooknew
/yearbook/Ayblist.aspx
China Digital Library Yearbooks Apabi 数字资源平台. 年鉴库. Apabi shu zi zi yuan ping tai. Nian 
jian ku
Apabi C Beijing fang zheng Apabi ji shu you xian gong 
si
Provides access to more than 800 core yearbooks. 375 1 http://www.apabi.com/uc/
China from Empire to Republic: 
[missionary, sinology, and literary 
periodicals 1817-1949]
Gale Cengage Learning E Gale Cengage Learning A collection of 17 English-language periodicals 
published in, or about, China during a period of over 
130 years, extending from 1817 until 1949 when the 
People's Republic of China was founded.
1. The Chinese Recorder (教務雜誌, 
1867–1941)
2. The West China Missionary News 
(華西教會新聞, 1899–1943) w
3. The China Mission / Christian Year Book
(中國基督教年鑑, 1910–1939)
4. Educational Review: continuing the 
monthly bulletin of the Educational 
Association of China (教育季報, 1907–1938)
5. Canton Miscellany (廣州雜誌, 1831) was a 
literary journal published in Guangzhou 
(Canton) b
6. Chinese Miscellany (中國雜誌, 1845–1850)
7. The Chinese and Japanese Repository
(中日叢報, 1863–1865)
8. Notes and Queries on China and Japan 
(中日釋疑, 1867–1869)
9. The China Review: or Notes and Queries 
on the Far East (中國評論, 1872–1901)
10. The New China Review (新中國評論, 
1919–1922) 
11. Indo-Chinese Gleaner (印中搜聞, 
1817–1822) 
12. Bulletin of the Catholic University of
Peking (輔仁英文學志, 1926–1934)
13. The Yenching Journal of Social Studies 
(燕京社會學界, 1938–1950)
14. The China Quarterly    (英文中國季刊, 
1935–1941)
15. T’ien Hsia Monthly (天下月刊, 
1935–1941) 
17 1 http://gale.cengage.co.uk/empire/title-list.aspx
China Times 中國時報 Zhongguo shi bao TBMC (Transmission Books & 
Microinfo Company)
C China Times Inc. Full-text image of China Times from 1950 to present 
and the Commercial Times (Gong shang shi bao) from 
1996 to present.
Contains news items from the print version
of Chung-kuo shih pao, Kung shang shih pao
and Chung shih wan pao, as well as links to 
periodicals published by China Times Inc.
1 1
Selected East Asian Studies Full-text E-Journal Database Accessed by Subscription, 2018
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Minguo shi qi qi kan quan wen shu 
ju ku (1911-1949)
Shanghai Library C Editorial Department of Quan Guo Bao Kan 
Suo Yin (CNBKSY)
The database contains around 10 million pieces of 
writing in over 20,000 different kinds of periodicals 
published from 1911 to 1949. It includes journals of all 
disciplines and subjects published at the time.
14643 1
Choson Ilbo Aarchives 1920-present 조선일보 (朝鮮日報) Chosŏn ilbo ak'aibŭ Korean Studies Information Co. K Chosŏn Ilbo 1 1 http://srchdb1.chosun.com
CJP-1. Phase I of Century Journals 
Project (100 titles)
中国期刊全文数据库(世纪期刊) Zhongguo qi kan quan wen shu ju 
ku (Shi ji qi kan)
East View Publications C China Academic Journal (CD) Electronic 
Journals Publishing House Co., Ltd.
1915年至1993年（部分刊物回溯至创刊） 100 1 http://gb.oversea.cnki.net/kns55/brief/result.aspx
?dbPrefix=CCFD
CJP. Century Journals Project (circa 
1915-1993) (Comprehensive 
Collection)
中国期刊全文数据库(世纪期刊) Zhongguo qi kan quan wen shu ju 
ku (Shi ji qi kan)
1915-
1993
East View Publications C CNKI 3724 1 http://gb.oversea.cnki.net/kns55/brief/result.aspx
?dbPrefix=CCFD
CPCD. China Proceedings of 
Conference Full-Text Database
中国重要会议论文全文数据库 Zhongguo zhong yao hui yi lun wen 
quan wen shu ju ku
East View Publications C CNKI CPCD features conference proceedings from academic 
institutions, industrial organizations, governmental 
agencies, and international bodies in China since 1999. 
As of August 2005, proceedings exceeded 320000. 
Approximately 100000 new proceedings are added 
annually.
26292 1 http://eng.oversea.cnki.net/kns55/ 2018-10-09




Zhongguo tong ji nian jian East View Publications C CNKI CSYD is a database of statistical data in China, which 
collects all important statistical yearbooks published by 
China presses, covering various kinds of census and 
survey data.
1045 1 http://eng.oversea.cnki.net/kns55/ 2018-10-09
CYFD. China Yearbooks Full-text 
Database
中国年鉴全文数据库 Zhongguo nian jian quan wen shu ju 
ku
East View Publications C CNKI 4035 1 http://oversea.cnki.net 2018-10-09
Da gong bao (Ta Kung Pao, 
L'impartial)
大公报 1902-1949 Da gong bao Multiple vendors C Da gong bao All editions of this newspaper (Tianjin, Shanghai, 
Chongqing, Hankou, Hong Kong) are included. 
Established by the government of the People's Republic 
of China after the Chinese Civil War, the newspaper was 
widely regarded as pro-communist; it covered a range 
of political, economic and cultural topics.
1 1
Dacheng old journal database 大成老旧期刊数据库 Dacheng lao jiu qi kan shu ju ku Chaoxing C Chaoxing A text-searchable database of ca. 7,000 Chinese 






DBpia 전자 저널 서비스 Nurimedia K Nurimedia Included also in EKS (E Korean Studies) 
package by vendor Panmun.
1920 1 http://www.dbpia.co.kr
Donga Ilbo Archive 동아 일보 아카이브 Tonga ilbo ak'aibŭ Korean Studies Information Co. K Tonga Tatk'ŏm 1 1 http://news.donga.com/Pdf
Dragonsource 龙源期刊网 Long yuan qi kan wang Popular magazines/journals Drangonsource C Drangonsource International Full-text database of popular Chinese-language 
magazines and journals published in China after 1997.
1000 1 http://uc.vip.qikan.com/text/text.aspx
E-Article 학술 교육원 이아티클 Haksul Kyoyugwŏn teit'abeisŭ Nurimedia K Haksul Kyoyugwŏn E-Article is a full-text database of 2,000+ journals and 
periodicals published by academic and research 
institutes in South Korea.
2000 1 http://www.earticle.net/
EB-PISHU: China Economy, Public 
Policy, Security Database
皮书数据库 Pi shu shu ju ku All subjects East View Publications C Chinese Social Sciences Academic Press Provides access to 'Pishu' (皮书, which literally means 
‘cover-books’), high-value analytical reports intended to 
guide policy-making in the People’s Republic of China.
625 1 https://dlib.eastview.com/browse/books/1610?se
archLink=%2Fsearch%2Fsimple#/
Foreign Office files for Japan, 1910-
1951 in Archive Direct
Adam Matthews E Adam Matthews 0 1
Foreign Office files for Japan, 1910-
1951 in Archive Direct
Adam Matthews E 0 1
Global Times, 1993 - present 环球时报 Huan qiu shi bao Oriprobe Information Services,Inc C Huan qiu shi bao she The Global Times is a Monday to Friday newspaper, 
under the auspices of the People's Daily. The database 
features past daily issues covering from 1993 to present.
1 1 http://data.people.com.cn/directLogin.do?target=
129&userid=haiwai
Guang ming ri bao, 1949 - 2013 光明日报 Guang ming ri bao EastView Publications C Green Apple Browsable and searchable version of the influential 
Chinese newspaper targeting intellectuals, founded in 
1949 and run by the CPC Central Committee.
1 1 http://gmrb.egreenapple.com/
Hytung modern China periodicals 瀚堂近代报刊数据库 Han Tang jin dai bao kan shu ju ku Neo Hytung Inc. Beijing 
(北京时代瀚堂科技有限公司)
C Neo Hytung Inc. Beijing 
(北京时代瀚堂科技有限公司)
4700 1 e5wang@vip.163.com
Japan Knowledge: Oriental 
Economist
Oriental Economist Kinokuniya E NetAdvance Full Contents of the Oriental Economist from 
1934-1985
1 1




Taiyo; Bijutsu shinpo, Fuzoku Gaho; Kinokuniya J NetAdvance Includes the contents of Taiyo from Meiji 23 
(1890) to Showa 3 (1928), Bijutsu shinpo 
from 1902-1920 and Fuzoku gaho from 1889-
1916
3 1
Jiefangjun Bao (PLA Daily), 1956 - 
present
解放军报 Jie fang jun bao East View C Zhongguo ren min jie fang jun zong zheng zhi 
bu
Official newspaper of the military of the People's 
Republic of China.
1 1
Journal of Taiwan Law 台法月報 Taihō Geppō TBMC (Transmission Books & 
Microinfo Company)
J Taihō Geppō Hakkōjo The Journal of Taiwan Law (1905-1943) database 
provides information on the development of the Taiwan 
legal system, from Japanese colonialism through the 





E Asian Studies only 131 1
JTP.CNKI.NET - CNKI Journal 
Translation Project - a bilingual 
database of Chinese academic 
journals
East View Publications C+E CNKI International Publishing Center (IPC) English translations from prominent Chinese articles in 
many fields, from humanities and social sciences to 
exact sciences including medicine. Also arranged 
according to current hot topics. The Chinese originals 
are also included.
140 1 http://jtp.cnki.net/bilingual  
(http://dl.kli.re.kr/download/bbs/2_3242)
Keijo nippo 京城日報 Keijo nippo J Hanʼguk Tʻonggye Sŏjŏk 1 1
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Kikuzo II Visual 聞蔵IIビジュアル : 
朝日新聞記事データべース
Kikuzō II bijuaru : Asahi shinbun kiji 
dētabēsu
Multiple vendors J Asahi Shinbunsha The database offers accesses to news published in Asahi 
Shinbun from 1879 to the present.  Asahi Shinbun’s 
Kikozo II is a product specially designed for libraries and 
institutes.
Kikuzo II Visual is the online database for the 
newspaper Asahi Shinbun. It is the largest 
newspaper database in Japan. 
BASIC COVERAGE includes full Text Database 
from 1985 to the present, Shukan Asahi, 
AERA; Image Database of Post-WWII Showa 
Period (1945-1989) and Heisei Period (1989-
1999) of the Asahi Shimbun Reduced-size 
Facsimile Edition; Contemporary Dictionary 
Chiezo; 
OPTIONAL CONTENTS includes Image 
Database of Pre-war Showa Period (1926-
1945) of the Asahi Shimbun Reduced-size 
Facsimile Edition, Image Database of Meiji 
and Taisho Period (1879-1926) of the Asahi 
Shimbun Reduced-size Facsimile Edition, 
Who's Who Database, Historical Photo 




KISS (Korean Studies Information 
Service System)
한국학술정보 KISS Korean Studies Information Co. K Korean Studies Information (KSI) Included also in EKS (E-Korean Studies) 
vendor Panmun
1932 1 http://kisseng.kstudy.com ; Export KISS 
<ksiexport@gmail.com> 2018/08 email reply
Kyobo Scholar 교보 스콜라 Kyobo Mun'go Suk'olla Panmun K Kyobo Book Centre A multi-disciplinary full-text database, including 624 
scholarly journal articles published by academic 
societies and research centers in South Korea. The 
journal titles are arranged by 10 subject categories: 
Humanities; Linguistics & Literature; Social Science; 
Economy & Management; Law; Art & Physical; Natural 
Science; Engineering; Medical & Pharmacy; and 
Agricultural & Sciences. 1927+
Included in EKS (E-Korean Studies) package. 624 1 http://scholar.dkyobobook.co.kr/main.laf




Wan Qing qi kan quan wen shu ju 
ku (1833-1911) 	晚清期刊全文数据库, 
1833～1911,&nbsp; 300 titles
	晚清期刊全文数据库, 
1833～1911, 增輯 200 titles
Shanghai Library C Editorial Department of Quan Guo Bao Kan 
Suo Yin (CNBKSY)
The database contains over 500,000 pieces of historical 
documents and journal articles from 500 periodicals 
published during the Opium War, the Westernization 




LawInfoChina  (pkuLaw.cn) 北大法寶 (北大法律信息网) Beida fa bao (Beida fa lu xin xi wang)
	ChinaLawInfo (Chinese)
	LawInfoChina (English)
East View Publications C Beijing da xue fa zhi xin xi zhong xin Online database of statutes and legal information 
presented by Chinalawinfo Co. and the Peking 
University Center for Legal Information, Peking 
University.
151 2 http://www.pkulaw.cn.
Magazineplus Kinokuniya J Kinokuniya 0 1
Maisaku (Mainichi Shinbun Online 
Database)
マイサク (Mainichi Shinbun 
Online Database)
Maisaku (Mainichi Shinbun Online 
Database)
Multiple vendors J Mainichi Shinbunsha The Mainichi Shimbun is the one of 3 major Japanese 
newspapers and the oldest daily newspaper.
Provides the following:  Mainichi Shimbun 
(1872+); Weekly Economist (1989+; images in 
reduced size edition is available from 1989-
1999); and The Mainichi (English) (2008+). 
Can also browse today’s news and breaking 
3 1 https://mainichi.jp/contents/edu/maisaku/
Nihongo bunpō 日本語文法 Maruzen J Maruzen 0 1
Nikkei Asian review Nikkei America E Nikkei America 0 1
Nikkei Telecom (All Contents Plan) 日経テレコン (All Contents Plan) Nikkei Telecom (All Contents Plan) Multiple vendors J Nihon Keizai Shinbunsha Nikkei Telecom is one of the most trusted business 
information databases in Japan. The main content 
includes full-text searches to more than 500 reliable 
sources (newspapers, journal articles, and pertinent 
information on companies, businessmen, and statistics, 
etc.)  from electronic and traditional media.
Article Archive Search (National newspapers: 
Yomiuri Shinbun, Asahi Shinbun, Mainichi 
Shinbun, Sankei Shinbun, and more), 
Regional Newspapers (Hokkaido Shinbun, 
Fukushima-Minpo, Chunichi Shinbun, Kyoto 
Shinbun, Chugoku Shinbun, and more), 
Magazines (Nikkei Business, Weekly Toyo 
Keizai, Diamond Weekly, Mainichi Weekly 
Ecomomist, AERA and more), Trade 
Publications; Corporate Profiles (Tokyo Shoko 
Research, Teikoku Databank, Riskmonster, 
RECOF and more); PEOPLE SEARCH (Tokyo  
Shoko Research, Diamond, Asahi, Yomiuri); 
English Content (Japan Times, Mainichi, Daily 
Yomiuri, New Straits Times, Business Times 
Malaysia, People's Daily Online, Want China 
Times, Maeil Business Newspaper, and more).
"The number of resources [in All Contents 
Plan] changes (not much in Nikkei Plan). New 
publications can be added at any time."
530 1 Figures provided by representative from Nikkei 
America.
Nikkei Telecom (Nikkei Content 
Plan)
日経テレコン (Nikkei Content 
Plan)
Nikkei Telecom (Nikkei Content 
Plan)
Multiple vendors J Nihon Keizai Shinbunsha Nikkei Telecom is one of the largest and most reliable 
business databases in Japan. The Nikkei Content Plan 
Sources package includes 20 reliable sources.
The Nikkei Content Plan Sources package 
includes: News Flash (Nikkei Flash News, 
Press Release); Article Archive Search (The 
Nikkei Morning and Evening Editions, Nikkei 
Business Daily, Nikkei MJ, Nikkei Financial 
Daily, Nikkei Magazine, Nikkei, Regional 
Economy Page, Nikkei Plus 1, Nikkei NEEDS 
Stats Data, Nikkei POS Information);  
Corporate Profiles (Nikkei Company Profile, 
Corporate Financial Summary); People Search 
(Nikkei Who's Who); English Content (Nikkei 
English News, Nikkei Major Articles, Nikkei 
Weekly)
"The number of resources [in All Contents 
Plan] changes (not much in Nikkei Plan). New 
publications can be added at any time."
20 1 Figures provided by representative from Nikkei 
America.
NK News = North Korean News NK News E NK News is an independent, privately owned specialist 
information source that focuses on North Korea. The 
service was established in April 2010 and has staff in 
Washington DC, Seoul, and London.
0 1 https://www.nknews.org/
North-China Daily News & Herald 




Zi lin yang hang zhong ying wen bao 
zhi quan wen shu ju ku (1850-1951)
Shanghai Library E Shanghai Library The North-China Daily News & Herald was a British-
founded press agency in Shanghai in the 1800s. The 
company published a number of Chinese and English 
newspapers, which recorded in detail the social events 
and historical developments over a century in modern 
China.
7 1
Okinawa Times Kiji Database 沖縄タイムス記事データベー
ス
Okinawa Taimusu Kiji Detabesu Multiple vendors J Okinawa Times All articles published in the Okinawa Times since 1997. 1 1 http://www.okinawatimes.co.jp/list/info/database
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People's Daily (1946-present) 人民日报 (1946-present) Ren min ri bao Multiple vendors C Ren min ri bao she People’s Daily is the official newspaper of the Central 
Committee of the Communist Party of China.
1 1
Project MUSE Asian Studies E 47 1
ProQuest Historical Newspapers - 
Chinese Newspapers Collection
ProQuest E ProQuest Includes 12 English-language Chinese historical 
newspapers published from 1832-1953.
12 1 http://www.proquest.com/products-
services/hnp_cnc.html
Renmin University of China Social 
Sciences Database , 1995-
中国人民大学复印报刊资料 
全文数据库
Zhongguo ren min da xue fu yin bao 
kan zi liao quan wen shu ju ku
C Renmin University of China The database covers a variety of subjects in social 
sciences and humanities related to Chinese studies. It 
includes indexes to over 3,000 periodicals and 
newspapers and selected full-text articles.
3000 1 http://ipub.exuezhe.com/index.html
RISS. Research Information Service 
System
Korea Education & Research 
Information Service (KERIS)
K KERIS (Korea Education & Research 
Information Service) 韓國教育學術情報院
RISS International is an integrated database search of 
full-text journal databases (include KISS and DBPia) and 
provide links to those databases. It also services theses 
& dissertations held in more than 150 universities in 
South Korea, and over 7 million bibliographic records.
estimated. 2500 1 riss_international@keris.or.kr; http://intl.riss.kr/
Rodong sinmun 노동신문 KPM K 0 1
Shanghai Evening Post and Mercury 大美晚报 Da mei wan bao Chaoxing E Da Mei wan bao she An English language newspaper in Shanghai, China, the 
newspaper represented the point of view of Shanghai's 
American business community.
1 1 http://shwb.dachengdata.com/home/index
Shen Bao (1872-1949) 申报 (1872-1949) Shen bao (1872-1949) Multiple vendors C Shen bao she Established in 1872, Shen Bao was the most influential 
and longest lasting commercial newspaper in China 
until the People’s Liberation Army took Shanghai in 
May 1949.
The Shen Bao Digital Archive, a complete 
collection of all 256,000 issues and more than 
2 million articles is an important research 
tool for understanding China between the 
last imperial dynasty through the Republican 
era.
1 1
Shomotsu gaku 書物学 Maruzen J Maruzen 0 1
Shun tian shi bao  1907-1930 
(Dacheng)
大成順天時报数据库 Shuntian shi bao shu ju ku Chaoxing (Super Star) C 1 1 http://stshibao.dachengdata.com/home/index
Sinica Sinoweb (Academia Sinica) 台灣經典人文學刊庫 Taiwan jing dian ren wen xue kan ku East View Publications C United Digital Publications Co. Ltd. This database gives access to past and (if applicable) 
current issues to the Sinological periodicals published 
by the Academia Sinica in Taiwan.
14 1 http://sinoweb.udpweb.com.tw/




Di liu ci quan guo ren kou pu cha 
shu ju ku (2010 sheng ji)
East View Publications C Zhongguo xue shu qi kan (guang pan ban) 
dian zi za zhi she
Official data released by the Statistics Bureau of China 
following the sixth decennial census in 2010, including 
population data for the whole country, 31 provinces 





Superstar Journals Database 超星期刊库 Chao xing qi kan ku Chaoxing (Super Star) C Chaoxing Superstar Journals Database contains 7,600 full-text 
Chinese journals (including Core journals and non-
mainstream journals) across all disciplines.
7000 1 http://qikan.chaoxing.com/search/openmag?index
=index
Superstar Journals Database (UC) 超星期刊 (UC) Chao xing qi kan Superstar C Superstar Superstar Journals Database contains 6,600 full-text 
Chinese journals (including Core journals and non-
mainstream journals) across all disciplines.
UC 657 1 http://www.chinamaxx.net/ ; www.duxiu.com
Taiwan Nichinichi shinpo 臺灣日日新報 Taiwan Nichinichi shinpo TudorTech J Taiwan Nichinichi Shinpōsha, 1 1
TEPS (Taiwan Electronic Periodical 
Services)
台灣電子期刊服務網 Taiwan dian zi qi kan fu wu wang Airiti C Hua yi shu wei gu fen you xian gong si 2706 1 http://www.airitilibrary.com/
Translations of the Peking Gazette 
Online
京報 Jing bao Brill Online E Brill Translations of the Peking Gazette Online is a database 
of approximately 8,500 pages of English-language 
renderings of official edicts and memorials from the 
Qing dynasty that cover China’s long nineteenth century 
from the Macartney Mission in 1793 to the abdication 
of the last emperor in 1912.
10 1 Translations of the Peking Gazette Online, Brill, 
Leiden and Boston, 2017 
<http://primarysources.brillonline.com/browse/th
e-peking-gazette>
UDNdata 聯合知識庫 (全文報紙庫) Lian he zhi shi ku TBMC (Transmission Books & 
Microinfo Co., LTD)
C United Daily News Group The coverage of Udndata includes searchable 
Taiwanese full-text news from eight newspapers of the 
United Daily News Group.
Taiwanese full-text newspapers by the UDN 
Group: Lian he bao 聨合報 (United Daily), 
1951- present; Jing ji ri bao 經濟日報 
(Economics Daily), 1967- present; Lain he 
wan bao 聨合晚報 (United Evening News), 
1988- present; Min sheng bao 民生報 (Min 
sheng Daily), 1978-2006; Xing bao 星報 (Star 
Daily), 1999-2006; Ouzhou ri bao 毆洲日報 
(Europe Daily), 2000-2009; Meizhou shi jie ri 
bao 美洲世界日報 (World News America), 
2000- present; and Upaper, 2007- present.
9 1 http://www.tbmc.com.tw/en-us/product/index
Wanfang China Science Periodical 
Databas, CSPD -- Philosophy/politics
万方中国学术期刊数据库- 
哲学政法
Wanfang Zhongguo xue shu qi kan 
shu ju ku - zhe xue, zheng fa
Wanfang Data C Wanfang 609 1 http://www.wanfangdata.com.cn/perio/toIndex.d
o
Wanfang Data Conference 
Proceedings
万方数据会议论文库 Wanfang shu ju hui yi lun wen ku Wanfang Data C Wanfang 2200737 1 http://xa.wanfangdata.com.cn/
Web-oya Kinokuniya J Kinokuniya 0 1
Who plus Kinokuniya J Kinokuniya 0 1
WiseNews 慧科新聞 Hui ke xin wen Learning Emall E Wisers Information Limited The Wise news archive, also called WiseNews, is 
updated every day with items from over 1,500 content 
providers, including all 19 Chinese and English 
newspapers of Hong Kong, and a large number of other 
top-tier newspapers, magazines, newswires, TV and 
radio broadcasts of Greater China.
1000 1 http://wisesearch6.wisers.net/wevo/login&ipacce
ss?gid=HARVARDU&user=ipaccess
Yomidas Bunshokan ヨミダス文書館 Yomidas Bunshokan Multiple vendors J Yomiuri Shimbun Yomiuri Shinbun (newspaper) online database. 
Coverage: Heisei (1986-); The Japan News (1989-); 
Gendai Jinmeiroku.
Optional contents include Showa no 
chiikiban (1933-2001)
3 1 https://info.yomiuri.co.jp/english/digital.html
Zassaku plus JPT J JPT 0 1
Zhong gong dang shi qi kan shu ju 
ku (-1949)
中共党史期刊数据库(-1949) Zhong gong dang shi qi kan shu ju 
ku (-1949)
Chaoxing (SuperStar) C Chaoxing (SuperStar) Contains more than 200 periodicals published by the 
Communist Party before 1949.  Regarded as an 
influential database for people interested in historical 
studies of the Communist Party.
200 1
English CJK Romanized Subtitle/Module Language(s) Type Publisher Description & source Notes Count
Apabi Digital Library (Fine arts)
中华数字书苑. 
图片库 Zhonghua shu zi shu yuan. Tu pian ku Chinese Online Image/Photograph Beijing Fangzheng Apabi ji shu you xian gong si http://www.apabi.com/uc/ 10000
Apabi Tu pian ku (image) database 阿帕比图片库 Apabi tu pian ku Chinese Online Image/Photograph Apabi https://libguides.princeton.edu/ealdbs/chinese#s‐lg‐box‐8717323 200000

















Films on Demand Asian studies Non‐CJK Streaming Film/Video Infobase More than 120 films on Asia or on Chin or Japan, or Korea 120



























Asia and the West Non‐CJK Online Image/Photograph Gale
Includes history of British and U.S. foreign policy and diplomacy; Asia 
political, economic, and social affairs; the Opium Wars; the Boxer Rebellion; 
missionary activity in Asia; and etc..  Formats includes letter and diaries, 
nautical charts, maps, shipping ledgers, company records, and expedition 
and survey reports. British Foreign Office: Japan Correspondence, 1856‐1905 
Dispatches from U.S. Consuls in Osaka and Hiogo (Kobe), Japan, 1868‐1906 
Dispatches from U.S. Consuls in Seoul, Korea, 1886‐1906 Chinese Missionary 
Gleaner (1853‐1859) Relating to the War Department Project for Publishing 
of History, 1899‐1903 Missionary Files: Methodist, Episcopal Church 
Missionary Correspondence, 1846‐1912 (China, Japan, Korea) Notes from the 
Korean Legation in the United States to the Department of State, 1883‐
1906http://www.gale.com/c/ncco‐asia‐and‐the‐west‐diplomacy‐and‐cultural‐
exchange archives 0
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